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Abstract
Under what circumstances might every extension of a combinatorial struc-
ture contain more copies of another one than the original did? This property,
which we call prolificity, holds universally in some cases (e.g., finite linear
orders) and only trivially in others (e.g., permutations). Integer composi-
tions, or equivalently layered permutations, provide a middle ground. In
that setting, there are prolific compositions for a given pattern if and only
if that pattern begins and ends with 1. For each pattern, there are methods
that identify conditions that allow classification of the texts that are prolific
for the pattern. This notion is also extendable to other combinatorial
classes. In the context of permutations that are sums of cycles we can also
establish minimal elements for the set of prolific permutations based on
the bijective correspondence between these permutations and compositions,
with a slightly different containment order. We also take a brief step into
the more general world of permutations that avoid the pattern 321 and
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The mathematical study of combinatorics is concerned with the exploration
of families of finite structures. Examples of such families of structures
include finite sets, permutations, and graphs (Figure 1.1).
(a) A finite set
(b) A permutation
(c) A graph
Figure 1.1: Examples of different types of finite structures
We are often concerned with defining relations between two objects
of the same type and a particularly common type of relation is that of
containment. Such a relation occurs between two structures when we can
find an embedding of one structure inside the other, for example Figure 1.2
shows that the permutation 312 is contained in the permutation 4132. This
particular containment notion is formalised in Observation 2.5.
Figure 1.2: An embedding of 312 in 4132
1
1 Introduction
When considering containment of one structure, P , inside another struc-
ture, T , we usually refer to P as the pattern and T as the text, and as such
this convention pervades the entirety of this work. Usually the study of con-
tainment begins with determining whether a particular pattern is contained
in a text. The study of permutations which contain no embeddings of any
particular set of patterns is the core of classical permutation pattern studies.
We can refine the containment notion to counting the number of times that
a pattern appears in a given text; this occurrence counting can lead to
results on the maximal number of embeddings from a set of patterns that
exist in a text, or the packing density of a pattern (Albert, Atkinson, et al.
2002). We can also take the approach of Bóna, Sagan, and Vatter (2002)
and examine the sequence given by counting the number of permutations
of length n in which there are precisely c copies of a pattern, and looking
at particular properties of this sequence. Finally, we can consider the exact
way in which our patterns can embed into structures. This is more in line
with this particular work that looks to examine how both the number of
occurrences, and the nature of occurrences changes when we increase the
size of a structure.
The works of Albert, Atkinson, et al. (2002) and Bóna, Sagan, and Vatter
(2002) are some of the main motivational forces behind this work. When
we consider the number of occurrences of a pattern inside a given text we
can consider how larger structures that contain the text act with regards
to the pattern. When we have a text with some number of occurrences,
any larger structure will either have the same, or more occurrences of the
pattern. Considering all of the structures larger than our text, there are
some cases when every larger structure contains more occurrences of the
pattern. This is the notion that we call prolificity (this word has previously
been used to refer to a different property by Bevan, Homberger, and Tenner
(2018), their terminology refers to permutations of length n for whom all
n´ k subsets form unique patterns).
In families of structures that have many ways to make a particular
structure larger, it is often the case that there are very few patterns for
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which there are prolific texts. Most frequently none except for the simplest
patterns that consist of structures with only a single point. In other families
where there are few extensions for a given structure, we often find that
there are many patterns that allow for prolific structures. It is easy to
reason about these prolific structures in such families. We therefore aim to
find a family that lies in the ‘Goldilocks zone’ between these two extremes.
One that allows a large number of patterns to have prolific texts, but not
one that allows us to state the nature of the prolific structures for a given
pattern without any effort.
Throughout this thesis we will come across definitions that are often
accepted as rote amongst the communities of mathematicians that apply
them. While these definitions may be presented without source they are
extant definitions that have no definitive origin. Any definition that refers
to the concept of prolificity in the exact form used here is, as far as we
are aware, a novel definition and result; whereas any other definitions
not explicitly cited, come from this corpus of folklore like definitions that
pervade works of this type. Initial results in this topic have appeared in





Combinatorics is a field of mathematics in which there is a general scarcity
of foundational theory. This is perhaps due to the relatively intuitive
interpretation of many of the structures and the ease of describing such
structures in terms of sets, and functions and relations on these sets.
However, there are a number of approaches that can be used to tackle the
study of combinatorial structures in a more foundational manner. In the
realm of enumerative combinatorics there are three main branches of this
foundational study:
• Algebraic approaches focusing on manipulation of the formal power se-
ries that correspond to certain structures and corresponding properties
on those structures. Goulden and Jackson (1979) used these meth-
ods to determine the generating functions for counting subsequences
belonging to a set of specific pattern sequences.
• Symbolic and analytic methods such as those presented by Flajolet
and Sedgewick (2009) using tools from mathematical analysis to
examine growth rates and other asymptotic behaviour of families of
combinatorial structures.
• Category theoretic informed methods such as those of combinatorial
species as established by Joyal (1981) and presented in Bergeron,
Labelle, and Leroux (1997) in order to present context free methods
to study combinatorial structures.
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One can also take a model theoretic approach using the theory of finite
models, an area of mathematical logic most widely applied in the study of
relational databases (Chandra and Harel 1982) and descriptive complexity
theory (Fagin 1974) but with many of its own interesting facets. One can
apply many methods from finite model theory to combinatorial structures,
such as 0-1 laws as studied by Shelah and Spencer (1988) on sparse ran-
dom graphs, and the study of homogenous structures as summarised in
Macpherson (2011), instigated by work of Fraïssé (1953).
While we tread lightly in this area, the underlying idea of combinatorial
structures as finite models of relational theories is a useful perspective to
approach the general concepts that we present in this work.
2.2 Combinatorial Structures
We begin by introducing the concepts from model theory that we will use to
talk in generality about some of the concepts within this thesis. Most of the
work will concern itself in contexts in which many of these definitions have
concrete counterparts that are easier to grasp than in the general sense.
A signature, L, is a set of function and relation symbols each of which
has fixed arity (the number of variables that each symbol expects). In
effect this is the contract that a particular ‘type’ of structure will satisfy.
The signatures that we will consider are relational signatures and have
no function symbols. For example, for graphs, equivalence relations and
partially ordered sets (posets) all have a signature consisting of a single
binary relation. In most contexts we apply a universal theory for that
context that restricts the nature of these relations. In the context of graphs,
the signature consists of a single relational symbol of arity 2 that is intended
to be interpreted as adjacency on the set of vertices; and the universal
theory establishes that this adjacency relation is symmetric, reflexive, non-
transitive relation.
In the context of words over a finite alphabet of size k the signature
consists of a total order, ăp, that gives the order of the symbols in the word
6
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and k unary relations that are interpreted as determining the letter that a
particular symbol represents. While the set of symbols in a signature could
be infinite we restrict ourself to finite signatures.
A structure for a given signature, L, is a pair, pU , Iq, consisting of a set
U , called the universe, along with an interpretation, I, of the signature L on
the underlying set. In the interpretation every relation symbol, R with arity
k in L is associated with a subset of Uk, IpRq. Once again we recognise the
possibility of underlying sets of infinite size, but restrict ourselves to finite
structures. Every finite structure has a size which is the cardinality of the
underlying set. If the relational signature and universe are both finite, then
there are a finite number of structures on any given universe since for a
particular relational symbol of arity k its interpretation is simply a subset
of Uk.
Two structures T “ pU , Iq and T 1 “ pU 1, I 1q with the same signature L
are isomorphic, denoted –, if there exists a bijection f : U ÞÑ U 1 such that
for each relation R of arity k the k-tuple pa1, a2, . . . , akq of elements in U is
in IpRq if and only if the k-tuple pfpa1q, fpa2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fpakqq of elements in U 1
is in I 1pRq. This gives rise to the natural notion of isomorphism classes, in
which two structures T and T 1 belong to the same isomorphism class if and
only if T and T 1 are isomorphic. Since the exact identity of the elements in
our structures is irrelevant we care only about the isomorphism classes and
as such can choose a representative from the isomorphism class. Normally
this will be a structure whose universe is the set of natural numbers from 1
to k where k is the size of the structure. We will omit from discussion the
fact that two structures share the same signature as this is true in every
context we examine. Since, in a finite signature, any structure of size n is
isomorphic to one or more structures with underlying set rns, the number
of isomorphism classes of structures of size n is finite.
A combinatorial class, generically denoted C, is a family of finite structures
that share a signature.
In the preliminary section we will use the classes of simple graphs and
permutations as standard examples. We will denote the class of simple
7
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graphs G and the class of permutations S.
Example 2.1. The family of all permutations forms a combinatorial class.
The size of a permutation is the number of elements that it contains. When
presented with n distinct elements there are n! possible permutations of
the elements. Figure 2.1 shows all the possible permutations of the integers
t1 . . . 3u.
Figure 2.1: All 6 permutations of size 3
As many of the structures examined will be related to permutations we
introduce one line notation for permutations.
Definition 2.2. The permutation π “ π1π2 ¨ ¨ ¨ πn on the set of integers
1 . . . n is the permutation that maps the element i to the element πi.
In the relational context, a permutation can be considered as a set of
two linear orders on the underlying set: one, ăp, that orders the positions
of the elements of the underlying set and one, ăv, that orders the values.
The permutation 13245 can be seen as the two linear orders 1 ăp 2 ăp 3 ăp
4 ăp 5 and 1 ăv 3 ăv 2 ăv 4 ăV v5. This can be shown in graphical form
by drawing the permutation π “ π1π2 ¨ ¨ ¨ πn plotting the points pi, πiq in
the Cartesian plane. We draw lines from each point to express the relative
ordering of the points (Figure 2.2). A broader study of permutations as
models in first order logic is presented by Albert, Bouvel, and Féray (2020).
In the relational interpretation if pX,ăp,ăvq and pY,ăp,ăvq are two
permutations of the same size, then there is a unique isomorphism between
pX,ăpq and pY,ăpq. These two permutations are therefore isomorphic if
and only if this isomorphism also respects the value order ăv. This means
that there is only one of the n! possible linear orderings on Y such that
the two permutations pX,ăp,ăvq and pY,ăp,ăvq are isomorphic, and thus
8
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Figure 2.2: The plot of the permutation 13245
there are exactly n! isomorphism classes of n element structures in this
interpretation of permutations, as one should expect. We can choose a
representative for each of these isomorphism classes by considering the
structure on the set rns with the value order being the usual order on the
integers.
In a combinatorial class we call the structures that have size 1 the atomic
structures of the class.
2.3 Containment Relations and Partial
Orders
2.3.1 Containment Relations
The first notion to consider when talking about containment on any structure
is that of taking substructures.
Definition 2.3. Given a structure T “ pU , Iq and a subset V Ď U the
induced substructure on V is the structure T |V “ pV , I|Vq where for each
relation symbol R of arity k the tuple pa1, a2, . . . , akq belongs to I|VpRq if
and only if the tuple pa1, a2, . . . , akq belongs to IpRq and for all i, ai P V .
Definition 2.4. A structure T “ pU , Iq contains another structure P “
pW , Jq, denoted P ĺ T if and only if there exists a subset V Ď U such that
T |V is isomorphic to P .
9
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Given a substructure T |V that is isomorphic to P we call the function
obtained by extending the codomain of this isomorphism an embedding of
P in T . In essence, one can think of this as highlighting the points that
belong to the isomorphic substructure.
For a given structure T “ pU , Iq the set of all structures T |X such that
|UzX | “ 1 are called the shadows of T , and are denoted ∆pT q. These are
the structures that are obtained from T by removing a point and any of
the relations associated with that point.
We often use more natural language to describe a containment relation
on a given type of combinatorial structure.
Observation 2.5. The permutation τ “ τ1τ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ τn contains the permutation
π “ π1π2 ¨ ¨ ¨ πk if and only if there exists a subsequence of k indices i1i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik
such that in the subsequence τi1 . . . τik , τij ă τi` if and only if πi ă πj.
Note how this corresponds to the notion of containment on permutations
as structures with two linear orders. The permutation τ contains the
permutation π if and only there exists a subset, K of rns such that the
structure τ |K is isomorphic to π.
We now have the concrete result suggested in Chapter 1 that the permu-
tation 312 is contained in the permutation 4132 as shown in Figure 1.2.
We can also define containment relations from the model theoretic view-
point on other structures. In G this corresponds to the induced subgraph
relation, while in words it is the subword relation.
The idea of containment as an embedding of a substructure also allows
for extension to the notion of covering.
Definition 2.6. A structure, T “ pU , Iq, is covered by a structure P if
the union of the universes of embeddings of P into T is the same as the
universe of T . Formally T is P -covered if and only if
U “
ď
tX Ď U | pX , I|X q – P u
Example 2.7. The permutation 4132 is covered by 312 (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Two embeddings of 312 that together cover 4132
2.3.2 Partial orders
Both the containment and covering relation induce an order on the set of
structures that they relate. These are partial order, and so we briefly review
some of the standard terminology from the field.
Definition 2.8. A partial order, denoted ď, is a reflexive, transitive, and
antisymmetric binary relation.
A set X with a partial order ď is called a poset, and is denote pX,ďq. The
strict version of the ď relation ă is defined as x ă y ðñ x ď y and x ‰ y.
It is natural to consider comparability between elements based on the
smallest elements that are larger than a given element.
Definition 2.9. In a poset, P “ pX,ďq an element z is a cover of an
element x, denoted x Ì z if x ă z and there is no element y in X such that
x ă y ă z.
Note. The unfortunate dual use of the word cover is somewhat unavoidable.
We shall maintain the noun form—“x is a cover of y”–to be as in Defini-
tion 2.9, and the verb form–“x is covered by y–to be as in Definition 2.6.
We can visualise the containment relation on any finite poset diagram-
matically.
Definition 2.10. The Hasse diagram of a poset is the diagram obtained
by taking the elements of the poset as a set of nodes and drawing a line
between two elements x and y if y is a cover of x.
A poset pX,ďq is ranked if there exists a function r : X Ñ N (called a rank




Figure 2.4: Hasse diagram of a permutations up to length 3 ordered by
containment
The poset of a class with a containment order is always ranked by the
size function.
Hasse diagrams may be drawn in many different ways that can convey
particular information about the structure of the underlying set. In Fig-
ure 2.4, the Hasse diagram of the permutations of size at most 3 with the
containment order, we made the choice to draw the elements upwards in
order of the size of the permutation.
In the posets that we study, those of hereditary classes, we have a least
element that normally corresponds to the empty structure, this element is
known as the least element, and can generically be referred to as 0.
An element, A, of a poset with least element 0 is said to be an atom if it
is a cover of the element 0.
In a poset, we are often concerned with the upper bounds for a given
set of elements X. These are all of the elements from the poset that are
greater than every element of X.
Definition 2.11. Given a poset pX,ďq and a set of elements S Ď X, the
upper bounds, M , of S are elements m P X such that for all x P S, x ď m.
In many cases we are most interested in the smallest of these upper
bounds, the minimal upper bounds.
If a subset X has a unique minimal upper bound ` then ` is called the
least upper bound.
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Definition 2.12. A subset X of a poset pS,ďq is downwards closed if for
all x P X and all y P S, y ď x implies y P X.
A combinatorial class C is said to be hereditary if it is closed under the
notion of taking substructures, that is for each c P C and each a ď c then
a also belongs to the class C. In the context of partial orders we often
ignore the distinction between the concept of substructures and isomorphism
classes of substructures, and use the former to refer to the latter. Therefore
in terms of classifying a hereditary class we make no distinction between
two different substructures that belong to the same isomorphism class.
Any subset, D, of a combinatorial class C is said to be a hereditary
subclass if it is downwards closed under the order relation.
A hereditary subclass D of a class C is determined by the minimal
elements, B, of C that are not contained in D. Specifically
D “ tP P C | @B P B, B ł P u (2.1)
Where B ł P means that P does not contain, or avoids B. We therefore
say that D is the avoidance class defined by B, or AvpBq and B is called the
basis of the class. If the basis consists of a single structure then the class is
said to be principal, and any class defined by any basis is the intersection of
the principal classes defined by each element in the basis. Figure 2.5 shows




Figure 2.5: The unshaded area shows a class defined by 2 basis elements
In many cases there are ways that we can combine two structures in a
given class to form a third structure in the same class.
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Definition 2.13 (Joint Embedding Property). A class, C, has the joint
embedding property if for all structures a and b in C there is some structure
c in C into which both a and b embed.
If a class has the joint embedding property then any finite subset of
elements has upper bounds. In the case of principal subclasses, having the
joint embedding property allows us to reason about the nature of upper
bounds for finite subsets of the principal subclasses. This following result
is fundamental in nature, but does not seem to be explicitly present in the
literature (this may be due to its general acceptance amongst those who
leverage it).
Theorem 2.14. If every principal subclass of C has the joint embedding
property then any subset, X Ď C of size at least 2 of incomparable elements
has no least upper bound.
Proof. Suppose that X had a least upper bound c. Then every structure




Figure 2.6: If X has a least upper bound.
Since X consists of two or more incomparable elements, X Ď Avpcq. By
the assumption of the joint embedding property there would exist an upper
bound d of X P Avpcq, but then c ę d which contradicts the assumption




Figure 2.7: An upper bound for X that does not contain c.
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With the notions of containment, covering and poset structure we can intro-
duce the main concept that runs throughout this thesis, that of prolificity
for a particular pattern.
Definition 3.1 (Prolificity). A structure T belonging to a class C is P -
prolific if for all structures T` P C such that T ă T` there are strictly more
embeddings of P into T` than there are in T .
We can define this more formally in the model theoretic approach.
Definition 3.2. A structure T “ pU , Iq belonging to a class C is P -prolific
if for all structures S “ pU Y txu, I 1q such that S P C and S|U – T there
exists a subset Z Ă U Y txu such that x P Z and S|Z “ P .
The formal definition effectively states that whenever we add a new
“point” to our structure, consistent with the rules of our class, that new
point is used in some embedding of P . We shall call this addition of a point
to a structure an extension of that structure.
Denote by ProCpP q the set of structures that are prolific for the pattern
P inside the class C. When the class is obvious we will omit it for sake of
brevity.
Proposition 3.3. Given a pattern P P C the set PropP q is closed upwards
in the containment order.
Proof. Suppose we have a structure T that is P -prolific, and that we have
some other structure U such that T ď U . Since U contains T we can find
an induced substructure of U isomorphic to T . Any new element added to
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U has some position relative to this embedding of T , and so participates in
an embedding of P . Since this happens for all extensions of U , the structure
U must also be P -prolific.
We can also define a closely related property, that of cover-prolificity.
A structure T is cover-prolific for a structure P if for every structure U
such that T ď U,U is P -covered. This is a notion that in general is as
least as strong as regular prolificity, in that if a text is cover-prolific then
every extension of a text has the new point used in some copy of P and is
therefore P -prolific. However, in some contexts the two properties are in
fact coincident.
Proposition 3.4. If a structure T is both P -prolific and P -covered then T
is P -cover-prolific.
Proof. The structure T is P -prolific, so every cover, T` of T has strictly
more embeddings of P , so the ‘new point’ in T` is used in at least one
embedding of P , and so the ‘new point’ is covered by P . The structure
obtained by removing the ‘new point’ is isomorphic to T , which is P -covered,
therefore T` is P -covered.
There are some classes, such as simple linear orders, in which the nature
of prolificity is easy to determine.
Example 3.5. The linear order with k´1 elements is prolific for the linear
order with k elements.
Proof. The only cover of the linear order with k ´ 1 elements is the linear
order of size k. The linear order of size k has precisely one embedding of
the k-element linear order, namely the whole order. The order with k ´ 1
elements has no embeddings of the k element linear order and so the linear
order of size k ´ 1 is prolific for the linear order with k elements. Nothing
smaller than the linear order of size k ´ 1 contains any embeddings of the





embeddings of the linear order of size k, which is greater than one.
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One could also appeal to Proposition 3.3, since by showing that the linear
order on k´ 1 elements is prolific we can leverage the proposition to extend
this fact to all larger linear orders.
This gives rise to the following related proposition.
Proposition 3.6. If the containment order in a class is a chain then the
prolific texts for the pattern P of size k are exactly the structures of size at
least k ´ 1.
Proof. Consider how P embeds into itself, the structure of size k, there is
only one embedding, that which corresponds to the whole structure. In
the structure T of size k ´ 1 there are no embeddings of P and for every
larger structure then every k element substructure is isomorphic to P , and
is therefore covered by P . Therefore, every structure of size greater than
k ´ 1 is covered by embeddings of P and so T is P -prolific.
The class of linear orders has an easy correspondence to a particular class
of permutations.
Definition 3.7. The monotone increasing permutations are those permuta-
tions, π for which πj > πi for all j ą i. Similarly, the monotone decreasing
permutations are those permutations, π for which πj < πi for all j ą i.
We can represent the class of linear orders as either of these classes of
monotone permutations. We will choose to represent them as monotone
decreasing permutations, so the linear order on 5 elements is equivalent to
the permutation 54321.
Proposition 3.8. If the poset formed by a combinatorial class with a
containment order pC,ďq has a unique atomic element, A, then every
structure in C is prolific for the atomic element.
Proof. Suppose we have a structure T . Since we have a unique atomic
element the induced substructure on any single element of T is isomorphic
to the atomic element, and so there are |T | embeddings of A. In any larger




In some classes it is easily shown that there exist no non-atomic patterns
that have prolific structures. We will briefly revisit some terminology from
graph theory for the purpose of this example
Definition 3.9. In a simple graph G “ pV,Eq a vertex d is said to be a
dominating (or universal) vertex if for all other vertices v P V there exists
an edge between d and v.
Similarly a vertex i is called an isolated vertex if for all vertices v P V
there is no edge between i and v.
Proposition 3.10. In G PropP q is empty, unless P is atomic.
Proof. If P is atomic then it consists of a single vertex.
Suppose instead that the pattern P consists of more than one vertex.
It therefore either has an isolated vertex i.e., not connected to any other
vertex, or it does not.
• If P has an isolated vertex then for any text T adding a new vertex
connected to every other vertex in T cannot create any new embed-
dings of P since there is no vertex that is isolated from the newly
added vertex to play the role of the isolated vertex in an embedding
of P .
• If P has no isolated vertex then adding a new isolated vertex will
create no new embeddings of P .
Proposition 3.11. In the class of all permutations S, with permutation
pattern order for any pattern, P , the set PropP q is empty unless P is
atomic.
Proof. If P is not atomic then it comprises at least two elements. Consider
our pattern P : it either begins with its maximum element or it does not.
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• If P does not begin with its maximum then for any permutation T
the permutation obtained by prepending a new element with value
larger than the maximum element of T , 1a T , cannot possibly create
any new embeddings of P (Figure 3.1a).
• If P does begin with its maximum then for any permutation T the
permutation obtained by prepending a new element with value smaller
than all the elements of T , 1 ‘ T , cannot possibly create any new
embeddings of T since the new point could only be used as the first
point in P , and is smaller than all of the other points in T so could





Figure 3.1: The skew sum and direct sum of 1 with the permutation T
These two classes are very closely related. Given a permutation, its
inversion graph is obtained by taking the points of the permutation as the
vertices and defining the edge relations according to the relations on the
permutations.
Epx, yq ðñ
px ăp y ^ x ąv yq
_py ăp x^ y ąv xq
(3.1)
The concept in Proposition 3.10 can be extended to show that in any
subclass of G that allows both addition of an isolated vertex, and addition
of a dominating vertex then there are no non-atomic patterns that allow
prolificity. Inversion graphs of permutations are one such class of graphs.
So far we have seen examples of classes where PropP q is non-empty for
every P (linear orders), and others where PropP q is non-empty only for
atomic patterns (graphs and permutations). Are there classes where some
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3 Prolificity
(a) A pattern that has no prolific texts (b) A pattern that has prolific texts
(c) A text that is prolific for the second pattern
patterns (other than the atomic patterns) have prolific patterns and others
do not? Consider splitting a set into precisely two parts, we can think of
this as colouring balls in a bag, either white or black.
Example 3.12. The patterns that consist only of one colour of ball do not
permit prolific structures. Adding a ball of the other colour to any bag will
not increase the number of embeddings of the pattern. The cover of any
bag obtained by adding a white ball could not possibly increase the number
of embeddings of the pattern shown in Figure 3.2a.
The patterns that have at least one ball of each colour are prolific for
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themselves. The bag in Figure 3.2c is prolific for the pattern in Figure 3.2b.
In this case we can see that for a pattern P the set PropP q “ tQ|P ĺ Qu.
If Q does not contain P then it is not P -prolific, as it contains fewer balls
of a particular colour than P , we can then add a ball of any other colour
and not create a new copy of P and so Q is not P -prolific.
This bag of n balls with precisely two colours of balls is the same as
ordered pairs of integers that sum to n.
A class in which there are very few covers for a given structure is easy
to reason about prolificity. Moreover, a class for which each structure has
many covers often leads to a lack of patterns that allow prolificity. Classes
in which PropP q “ tQ|P ĺ Qu are also not interesting and therefore we




Usually a composition is defined to be any sequence of positive integers.
Equivalently a composition, c, is a word, c1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ck, over the set of positive
integers, P.
Given such a composition each ci is called a part of c, or a part of size ci
in c, and the number of parts, k, is said to be the length of c, denoted `pcq.






If |c| “ n we say that c is a composition of n.
Compositions can also be interpreted as relational structures that consist
of a set, a linear order on that set and an equivalence relation whose
equivalence classes form intervals of the linear order.
The correspondence between these interpretations is easy to see when
expressed as a linear diagram. In Figure 4.1 the composition 3213 can be
seen to have underlying set r9s with the usual linear ordering.
More often we draw the parts of the composition vertically, and so the
diagram of a composition c “ c1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ck is the set of unit squares with upper
right corners at positions pi, jq where 1 ď i ď k and 1 ď j ď ci. Sometimes
this is referred to as the skyline diagram as it evokes the skyline of a city.
We omit any distinction of the elements, and rely on convention that the
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Figure 4.1: The linear diagram of 3213
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Figure 4.2: The diagram of the composition 35243112
smaller elements in each interval lie below the larger ones. This allows a
much more compact representation of a composition in graphical form. For
example, the diagram of the composition 35243112 is shown in Figure 4.2.
The set of all compositions is the set of all words over P, and is written
P˚. We denote the set of compositions of weight n as P˚n and use ε to denote
the empty composition.
Definition 4.1. The reverse, rev pcq, of a composition c is the composition
having the same parts as c but in the reverse order. For example, the
reverse of the composition 35243112 is 21134252.
4.1 Containment
When considering containment of compositions as structures we use the
induced substructure over general relational structures. In either of the
diagrammatic interpretations of compositions the operation of taking in-
duced substructures is equivalent to selecting a subset of the boxes in the
diagram, as shown in Figure 4.4, or equivalently reducing the size of some
parts. A particular embedding of a pattern corresponds to a selection of
boxes that are isomorphic to the pattern.
However; thanks to the interpretation of compositions as words over P we
can phrase containment in an easily described way. A composition t contains
a composition p with k parts if and only if there exists a subsequence of k
parts of t such that each part in this subsequence is at least as large as the
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corresponding part in p. More formally
Definition 4.2. Given two compositions t “ t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn and p “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk,
the composition t contains p, denoted t ľ p, if and only if there exists a
sequence of k indices i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik, such that pj ď tij for all 1 ď j ď k.
Example 4.3. The composition t “ 35243112 contains the composition
p “ 213112.
Consider the parts of t selected by the indices 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8. These
parts have sizes greater than the corresponding parts of p, and so t contains
p.
The containment relation between a pattern, p “ p1p1, and a text, t “ t1t1,
can be defined recursively considering the reverse contained in pĺq relation
ε ĺ t
p ł ε : p ‰ ε
p ĺ t ðñ p1 ď t1 and p1 ĺ t1
or p1p1 ĺ t1
This recursive notion of containment shows that we can use a greedy
approach to find an embedding of p into any t if it exists. First we match p1
into the leftmost part, ti1 , of t that has size greater than p1. We then match
p2 into the leftmost part of t after ti1 that has size greater than p2 and so
on, until we have seen all of p or have exhausted the parts of t in which
case t does not contain p. Assuming that comparison between integers is a
constant time operation this allows us to find an occurrence of the pattern
in time proportional to the length of the text in the worst case. Such a
greedy matching can be seen in Figure 4.3.
In this greedy approach it is often useful to know how much of a pattern
we can embed into a particular word, or partial word. This is the maximal
prefix of our pattern p that fits into our word w and is denoted prepw, pq. We




Figure 4.3: The greedy matching of 213112 in 35243112
Figure 4.4: Another occurrence of 213112 in 35243112
While our greedy approach would select the embedding shown in Fig-
ure 4.3, we must remember that the induced substructure setting allows us
to have embeddings such as Figure 4.4.
Given an embedding of a composition inside another we can define the
support of the occurrence as the set of indices corresponding to the parts
chosen. For example, the support of the embedding shown in Figure 4.4 is
t1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8u.
Given a composition t “ t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn and set of indices X Ď rns the subcom-
position of t at X denoted tX is the composition formed by taking only the
parts tx such that x P X.
We call the set of supports of all embeddings of a pattern, p, into a text,















A text t is covered by a pattern p if the union of the supports of p in t is
equal to the set of indices of t. In the structural interpretation this is the
same as saying that for every interval in t there exists an embedding of p
that uses that interval, and due to the equivalence relation we can use any
point in that interval in an embedding, and so t is covered.
Denote by Occpp, tq the number of embeddings, or occurrences, of a
pattern p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk inside a text t “ t1t2 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn. Each part of size tij in t






number of occurrences. We can directly count the number of occurrences











Following the recursive definition we can also count the number of occur-
rences from left to right
Occpε, tq “ 1








Proposition 4.4. The only non-trivial automorphism of the poset pP˚,ďq
is the function rev : P˚ Ñ P˚ as defined in Definition 4.1
In order to prove this proposition we must first use the following state-
ment which is a coarsening of the Reconstruction Conjecture theorem on
compositions presented and proved by Vatter (2008). In a composition we
can denote a sequence of k consecutive parts of size a as ak, most often
we will use this to replace sequences of consecutive parts of size one. For
example the composition 11112211 is written as 142212.




Proof. There are a number of cases where it is easy to reconstruct a
composition from its shadow:
• If ∆pcq consists of a single composition of m ą 1 singleton parts then
c must be the composition consisting of m` 1 singleton parts.
• If ∆pcq consists of only a composition of length ` starting (or ending)
with a 2 and a composition of length `` 1 consisting of only singleton
parts then the composition w is the composition that starts (respec-
tively ends) with a part of size 2 with ` singleton parts following
(respectively preceding) the part of size 2.
• If ∆pcq contains a unique composition s of maximum length with
one non-singleton part, s`, then every other one-point deletion must
have been obtained by deleting a singleton part of c, and c can be
reconstructed by increasing the size of the part s` by one.
• If ∆pcq contains at least two compositions, u and v, of maximal length,
then c can be reconstructed as the pointwise maximum of u and v.
• If ∆pcq consists of one maximum length composition consisting entirely
of singleton parts and a set of compositions of the form 1a21b where
both of a and b are non-zero then the composition w reconstructed





Where a1 is the maximum number of ones occurring before a 2 in
the set of one-point deletions and b1 is the maximal number of ones
occurring after a 2 in the set of one point deletions.
In order, these constructions give all of the compositions consisting only
of singleton parts; all of the compositions starting or ending with a part of
size 2, and having at least two other parts; all of the compositions with a
single non-singleton part of size greater than 2; all of the compositions with
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at least two non-singleton parts; and all compositions of the form shown in
the last construction.
This gives all of the compositions of weight at least four, and thus every
composition of this type has a shadow with one of these forms; therefore, any
composition of weight 4 or greater can be reconstructed from its shadow.
Corollary 4.6. The only compositions that cannot be reconstructed from
their one-point deletions are 21, 12, 11 and 2.
The compositions 21, and 12 both have the set t11, 2u as their one-point
deletions.
The compositions 11, and 2 both have the set t1u as their one-point
deletions.
Lemma 4.7. The only automorphisms on the set of compositions of weight
less than or equal to 4 are the identity automorphism id and the reverse
automorphism (Definition 4.1).
Proof. The Hasse diagram of the poset is given in Figure 4.5 on Page 30.
The poset is graded by weight, and therefore any automorphism must
preserve the weight of a composition. We consider the elements of the
poset that must be fixed under any automorphism. Both 1 and the empty
composition ε are fixed since they are the only elements of their particular
weight. In the layer containing compositions of weight three there is a single
composition, 3, that has precisely three covers; it must therefore be mapped
to itself under any automorphism. Due to this the composition 2 must be
mapped to itself as it is the only composition contained in 3. Furthermore,
the composition 4 must also be fixed as it is the only composition of weight
four that covers only 3. We then must fix the composition 1111 as it
is the only remaining composition of weight 4 that covers precisely one
element, 111, which similarly covers only 11 fixing these elements. The
composition 121 is also fixed as it is the only remaining composition that
covers 3 elements of weight 3. There is one more element that we can fix




































cover of any of the other elements that we have fixed. Now we can pair the
remaining elements of weight 4 by the fixed elements of weight 3 that they
contain. Pairing 112 with 211 as they both contain the composition 111;
and pairing 31 with 13 which both contain 3. Furthermore we can pair 21
with 12, since they both contain the fixed compositions 2 and 11.
We have fixed most of the compositions up to weight 4, and paired the
others with their reverses and as such the identity and the reverse are the
only automorphism that exist on the compositions up to weight four.
We now proceed to use these details to prove the original proposition.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. Given an automorphism f : pP ˚,ďq Ñ pP ˚,ďq
it acts on the poset of all compositions up to weight 4 as either the identity
automorphism id or as the reverse automorphism rev by Lemma 4.7, denote
this restricted automorphism as f |ď4.
Without loss of generality assume that f |ď4 agrees with the identity,
otherwise consider f ˝ rev.
Now suppose that f agrees with id on the set of compositions of weight
n.
Consider the action of f on the set of compositions of weight n` 1. Since
f is an automorphism the shadow of fpxq is the same as the set obtained
by applying f to the shadow of x, that is ∆ ˝ f “ f ˝∆. Since the shadow
of x is a subset of the compositions of weight n then f acts upon this set
as the identity.
By the Lemma 4.7 we have shown any composition of n ` 1 can be
identified by the set of compositions of weight n that are contained in it,
and so f must agree with the identity at rank n` 1 as well. Inductively, f
must agree with the identity on all compositions.
4.1.1 Composition classes
The containment order on compositions is downwards closed, and therefore
the set of compositions that avoid a set of patterns form a hereditary class.
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Denote by nÒ the set of all positive integers strictly greater than n, also
denote by nÓ the set of all positive integers less than or equal to n.
The following result does not seem to appear in the literature, perhaps
due to its relative simplicity, however we include it here for completeness.
Theorem 4.8. The class, Avpcq, of compositions defined by avoidance of
the single composition c has the Joint Embedding Property.
Proof. Suppose that c “ c1c2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ck. Given any composition a P Avpcq we
can factorise a by considering the maximal prefix of c that embeds in a.
Write
a “ A1x1A2x2 ¨ ¨ ¨Atxt ¨ ¨ ¨Ak,
where for each j all parts in Aj are less than cj and xj ě cj, or xj is the
empty letter and all parts after xj are empty.
Given two compositions in Avpcq we can write them in this form.
a “ A1x1A2x2 ¨ ¨ ¨Atxt ¨ ¨ ¨Ak
b “ B1y1B2y2 ¨ ¨ ¨Btyt ¨ ¨ ¨Bk
We can construct a composition, d, containing both of these by concatenat-
ing each of Ai and Bi, and by taking the maximum of xi and yi giving
d “ A1B1 maxpx1, y1qA2B2 maxpx2, y2q ¨ ¨ ¨AtBt maxpxt, ytq ¨ ¨ ¨AkBk.
(4.2)
Since all of the parts of Ai and Bi are less than ci the concatenation of
these has all of its parts less than ci, and since xi and yi are greater than
ci then the maximum of these is still greater than ci. The composition d
therefore has the form of an avoider of c.
Corollary 4.9. Given any set X of two or more incomparable compositions
there is no least upper bound of the set X.




We now turn to the study of prolificity on compositions and present a
necessary condition for patterns to have prolific texts, as well as necessary
conditions for texts to be prolific for a given pattern.
In the context of compositions we note that in extending a composition
we can either expand an already extant part, or we can insert a new
singleton part at some point in the composition. While extensions need not
necessarily consist of only a single point, since our properties are upwards
closed it makes sense to consider extensions by only a single point. These are
one-point extensions of the pattern, but often we will make no distinction.
Lemma 4.10. Given a composition p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk the set Proppq is non-
empty if and only if p1 “ pk “ 1.
Proof. Suppose that p1 ‰ 1. Given any composition v the composition 1v
formed by adding a new singleton part before the first part in v has the
same number of embeddings of p as v. Similarly if pk ‰ 1 then the final
part in v1 does not create any new embeddings of p.
Now suppose that p “ 1α1 and consider u “ 1αα1. If a new element is
inserted into u before the end of the first α in u then this newly inserted
element creates a new embedding of p consisting of the new part as the
first part of p, using the second α and final 1. Similarly, if a new element
is inserted into u after the end of the first α then the new element creates
a new embedding of p consisting of the initial 1α and the newly inserted
element. Therefore, u is p-prolific and Proppq is non-empty.
We can also show that in order for a composition to be prolific for a
pattern it must contain at least one copy of the pattern. This is not generally
true in all types of structures: recall Proposition 3.6, we saw conditions
under which a structure can be prolific for a pattern larger than it.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that p is a non-atomic pattern, that starts and ends




Proof. If p ę t let t1 be formed by increasing the size of this first part by 1.
Since there was no embedding of p in t, and p starts with a part of size 1
there is no embedding of p in t1.
Proposition 4.12. Let p be a pattern that starts and ends with a part
of size 1. If a composition t is not p-prolific, then for all ` and r the
composition `tr is not `pr-prolific.
Proof. Suppose that t is not p-prolific. Take a one point extension, t`, of t
that has no extra occurrences of p. Consider the composition `t`r. In this
composition there are no new occurrences of `pr such that the ` and r in
the pattern match into the ` and r in the text respectively, since there are
no new embeddings of p in t`. Therefore, in an embedding of `pr using the
new point into t` the new point must have been used in some of ` or r.
However, if the new point is used in ` then `t`r has the form
` rt`
` rp
Since p starts with a part of size 1, instead of taking the embedding of `
that uses the new point, we could instead take the greedy embedding that
embeds ` of `pr into the ` in `t`r, and use the new point as the first part
of p, similarly if the new point embeds into r. Thus we could use the new
point in a copy of p that exists entirely in t`, contradicting the fact that t
was not p-prolific.
As a strengthening of Lemma 4.11 we can observe that in any p-prolific
composition, t, the addition of an element to any part of t must be covered
by a copy of p, therefore every part of p must be covered by copies of p.




Proof. Suppose that t is p-prolific but is not covered by copies of p. Choose
a part X of t with size x that is not in the set of supports of occurrences of
p, and write t as
t “ αxβ.




Now consider the maximal prefix length of p in αx.
If Prepαx, pq ą Prepα, pq then since p is contained in t a greedy embedding
of p into t will use the part X and therefore X is covered.
Now if the maximal prefix lengths in α and αx are the same, consider the
one point extension t` “ αx1β. Since t is p-prolific the new singleton part
must be used in some new embedding of p and therefore be covered. The
parts preceding the part of size 1 in p that embeds into the new singleton
part must occur in αx, but since Prepαx, pq “ Prepα, pq the parts in the
prefix can occur entirely in α. We can therefore use the part of size x in
the place of the singleton part in the embedding of p, and therefore X is
covered.
This theorem, along with the result of Proposition 3.4 tells us that in
the context of compositions as words over P the property of being p-prolific
is coincident with property of being p-cover-prolific.
Corollary 4.14. In order to check whether a composition t is p-prolific we
need only check
• t is covered by copies of p.
• for all factorisations of t “ αβ there is an embedding of p in t` “ α1β
that uses the new singleton part.
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Proof. If t is covered by copies of p then extending any part, X, of t we
will create a new copy of p using the same parts of t as a copy of p using
the part X in t.
If we insert a new part of size one into t then it must lie between two
extant parts of t. By the second condition we ensure that this newly inserted
point can be used in a new occurrence of p.
Note that it is sufficient to consider only the factorisations αβ of t where
α does not end with a part of size 1 and β does not start with a part of
size 1, as since t is p-covered the newly inserted part would be able to play
the role of an adjacent part of size 1.
We must now consider the following question. Given a pattern p and
two compositions α and β, when does the composition α1β contain an
embedding of p using the 1?
This part of size 1 must play the role of a part of size 1 in p. We can
write p as s1r, specifically designating the part of size 1 to use. Now we
have that s embeds into α, the part of size 1 in p embeds into the 1 in
α1β, and r must embed entirely into β. Suppose that such an embedding
exists, then amongst all such embeddings there exists one in which s is a
p-prefix of maximal length such that the next part in p is of size 1. The
corresponding r is therefore as short as it can possibly be, and must embed







Turning this around, for each prefix α of t “ αβ there is a maximal prefix
s of p such that p “ s1r and s ĺ α. In order for t to be p-prolific then it is
necessary that r ĺ β. We call this the local suffix requirement for t at α.
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By our previous remarks if t satisfies these requirements for all factorisa-
tions of t into α1β, and is covered by p then t is prolific for p.
Rather than considering these requirements independently, we can collect,
and satisfy these suffix requirements as we progress through the text from
left to right. In doing so we must ask how a new part affects the set of suffix
requirements. We know that if we have two suffix requirements that are of
different lengths then satisfying the longer of the two will cause the shorter
to be satisfied. This allows us to track a single global suffix requirement.
The new part will introduce a new local suffix requirement, and potentially
shorten the current global suffix requirement by a single part. The longer
of these then becomes the global suffix requirement for the remainder of
the text. Since a prolific composition must contain at least one copy of
the pattern we can let the initial global suffix requirement be equal to the
whole of the pattern p.
Algorithmically we can describe this process as follows, allowing us to
easily translate this mechanism into a form suitable for use in the framework
of automata.
Given a pattern p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk and a composition c “ c1c2 ¨ ¨ ¨ cn. Con-
sider processing the first j ´ 1 symbols of c. At this point we would have
seen the prefix of p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pi of p, and would have some global requirement,
p`p``1 . . . pk. We must consider how the symbol cj would affect the prefix,
obtain new the local suffix requirement, and see the effect on the current
global suffix requirement; giving the new global suffix requirement.
Use i1 to denote the index of last element in the new prefix. The new
prefix is therefore p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1i, where i1 “ i` 1 if cj ě pi`1 otherwise i1 “ i.
In order for a part of size 1 placed after the part cj to play the role
of a part of size 1 in an occurrence of p it would play the role of a part
of size 1 that occurs within the new prefix extended in length by 1. In
the best case this would be the rightmost part of size 1 in p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ p1i ` 1.
Suppose that this rightmost occurrence occurs at index m then the local
suffix requirement would be the suffix pm`1 . . . pk.
Considering how processing the symbol cj can affect the old global suffix
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requirement, if the symbol cj ě p` then the old global suffix requirement
could be reduced by that part. However, if this modified global suffix
requirement is shorter than the new local suffix requirement then the local
suffix requirement takes precedence.
Example 4.15. Given the composition p “ 1213221 and t “ 15512443221
we can associate the p-prefix, p-suffix requirement pairs shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Maximal prefixes and suffix requirement pairs for p “ 1213221
and t “ 15512443221
i ti p-prefix s local p-suffix global p-suffix
0 N/A ε ε 213221 1213221
1 1 1 1 213221 213221
2 5 12 12 3221 13221
3 5 121 12 3221 3221
4 1 121 12 3221 3221
5 2 121 12 3221 3221
6 4 1213 12 3221 3221
7 4 12132 12 3221 3221
8 3 121322 121332 ε 221
9 2 1213221 1213221 ε 21
10 2 1213221 1213221 ε 1
11 1 1213221 1213221 ε ε
Theorem 4.16. Given a composition t and a composition p, t is p-prolific
if and only if the global suffix requirement for the last part of t is empty.
Proof. If the global suffix requirement for the last part of t is non-empty
then either we have not seen a complete occurrence of the pattern, or there
is a part in t after which a newly inserted singleton part will not be used in
any occurrences of p.
Suppose now that the last part of t has an empty suffix requirement.
By construction this means that for every factorisation of t into αβ the
composition α1β has a copy of p that uses the newly inserted part. It
remains only to show that t is covered by p.
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Let X be any part of t and write t as αxβ, where x is the size of the part
X. As the local suffix requirement for the part x is satisfied we know that
there exists an embedding of p into t` “ αx1β that covers the part of size







As in the proof of Theorem 4.13 we compare Prepαx, pq to Prepα, pq. If
both are the same, then the shared prefix, s, can be embedded entirely into
α, and because the local suffix requirements of this part are satisfied there
is an embedding of r into β, and so αxβ contains a embedding of p that







If instead Prepαx, pq ą Prepα, pq, then as the global suffix requirement is
set up in a way to ensure that we have at least one occurrence of p then







The composition t is covered by copies of p, and inserting a new singleton
part between any two parts creates a new copy of p using the new singleton
part, and therefore by the corollary to Theorem 4.13 the text t is p-prolific.
By Theorem 4.16 we can use suffix requirements to determine whether
a given text is prolific for the pattern p. We have also observed that the
features that determine whether a text is prolific are dependent only on
the prefix of the pattern seen, and the tracked global suffix requirement.
Neither of these are dependent on the particular text. We therefore proceed
to create an automaton for a given pattern p that recognises the set of
p-prolific compositions.
4.2.1 Automata recognising prolific compositions
Often when studying languages we can leverage the tools of finite state
automata. Most frequently when considering the application of finite state
automata it is in the context of languages over a finite alphabet. In our
contexts however we have an infinite alphabet, that of the positive integers;
however, thinking of automata as a state diagram with a transition function
allows us to use the tools that we desire from automata theory. Some of the
standard definitions of automata, presented in works such as Sipser (2012)
can be adapted to be used in the context of compositions.
Briefly recalling the definition of a finite state automaton.
Definition 4.17. A finite state automaton is a tuple pQ,Σ,∆, q0, F q where
• Q is a set of states
• Σ is the input alphabet
• q0 P Q is the initial state
• F Ď Q is a set of final states
• ∆ : pQˆ Σq ÞÑ Q is a transition function
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As compositions can be considered as words over an ordered alphabet
we often consider works such as that of Higman (1952); however, these
works often consider cases where the underlying ordered alphabet is finite.
Approaches for infinite alphabets are presented by Kaminski and Francez
(1994), using registers that can be compared to input symbols; and symbolic
automata that label transitions in a manner in which a transition can be
triggered by multiple different input symbols. In this symbolic context one
can consider a transition as being caused by a set of symbols (Hooimeijer
and Veanes 2011), or by the input symbol causing a particular expression
belonging to a boolean logic to evaluate to a true value (Veanes et al. 2012).
In the context of compositions we can take an approach that lies be-
tween these two, labelling transitions with intervals of the positive integers
that cause transitions. With this approach it is possible to construct an
automaton that recognises whether a particular pattern is contained in any
composition.
Definition 4.18. Let p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk be a composition. We can describe a
minimal finite state automaton that recognises p as follows.
• Q consists of k ` 1 states labelled 0, 1, 2, . . . , k. This represents the
length of the prefix of p that we have seen.
• Σ “ P
• q0 “ 0
• F “ tku
• The transitions that exist are those that go from state i´ 1
– to state i with label rpi,8q
– to itself with label r1, pi ´ 1s if pi ą 1
along with a transition from the state k to itself labelled r1,8q.
Lemma 4.19. A composition is accepted by the automaton described in
Definition 4.18 if and only if t contains c.
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Proof. Proceeding inductively the empty composition ε contains a length 0
prefix of any composition p.
Suppose that for each state i there exists a composition t such contains
a length i prefix of p, but not a length i` 1 prefix, and after processing t
we end up in state i.
Now consider the set of transitions that exist from state k, and adding a
character a to the composition t. If i ă k and a ě pi then by definition we
transition to the state k ` 1, furthermore we now contain the prefix of p
in t followed by something larger than pi so we now contain a prefix of p
of length k ` 1. Similarly, if i ă k and a ă pi or i “ k we transition from
the state i to itself. In the first case we have a symbol that is less than pi
so we do not have a longer prefix of p in ta. In the second case we cannot
capture any more of p since we have already seen it in its entirety.
The only accepting state is the state k, and we have shown that any
composition in state k contains a length k prefix of p. Since p has length k
any composition that is accepted contains a copy of p.
For example, in recognising the composition 14341 having processed the
first character any number that is less than 4 causes the one transition,
and any number 4 or greater causes a different transition. We will label
any transition by an interval of positive integers such that any integer in
the interval will cause the same transition between states. Some of these
intervals will have unbounded upper endpoints.
Example 4.20. The automaton for recognising compositions containing
14341.









We can also create automata that recognise the set of p-prolific compo-
sitions for some pattern p. In these automata the states are pairs pα, gq
where α is the length of the prefix of p seen so far and g is the length of
the global suffix requirement.
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Example 4.21. The automaton for recognising 1441-prolific compositions.
p0, 4q p1, 3q p2, 3q p3, 2q
p4, 2q












Definition 4.22. Let p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk be a composition. We can describe a
finite state automaton that recognises the p-prolific compositions as follows.
• Q consists of a subset of the states of from t0 . . . ku ˆ t0 . . . ku
• Σ “ P
• q0 “ p0, kq
• F “ tpk, 0qu
• With the transitions from state pi, jq described as follows.
In describing the transitions it makes sense to consider the effect of
reading a symbol while being in some state pi, jq. Being in this state means
that we have seen p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pi and have a global suffix that we still need to
satisfy of pk´j`1 . . . pk.
On reading the next symbol, s, there are four things that we need to
check:
A: Do we capture the next element of the permutation extending the prefix?
If the symbol s is greater than the next element of p, that is pi`1,
then the prefix is extended, and not extended otherwise. Thus the




B: Do we capture the first element of the current global suffix requirement
potentially shortening it? If s is greater than the first element of
the current global suffix then we would capture the first element
of the suffix shortening the current global suffix requirement. So if
s ě pk´j`1 then the modified current global suffix requirement j1 is
j ´ 1, otherwise it remains the same.
C: What is the new local suffix requirement? The new local suffix require-
ment is determined by the position of the rightmost position in, or
immediately after, the new prefix in which a part of size 1 occurs.
That is the index m of the rightmost 1 in p at or before position i1` 1.
The new local suffix requirement is defined as k ´m.
D: How does the new local suffix requirement and the current global suffix
requirement affect the new global suffix requirement? This new global
suffix requirement is obtained by considering the more restrictive of
both the modified global suffix requirement, j1 and the new local
suffix requirement, k ´m, since the longer of these two requirements
is them most restrictive the new suffix requirement is maxpk ´m, j1q.
The conditions for acceptance by this particular automaton are precisely
the same as those required byTheorem 4.16, and therefore this automata
provably recognises the compositions that are p-prolific.
Theorem 4.23. Given a composition p, we can construct an automata that
recognises the p-prolific compositions.
Proof. The automata described in Definition 4.22 recognises the p-prolific
compositions.
We note that in the context of compositions we can only extend the
prefix of the pattern seen by at most one, and we can only reduce the suffix
requirement by at most one in a single transition.
By the observation that the transitions in the automaton recognising the
pattern p are caused by intervals whose endpoints are associated to values
in the pattern leads us to a definition of critical intervals.
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Definition 4.24. For any composition p, an interval ra, b´ 1s is called a
critical interval if any of the following hold.
• a “ 1 and b is the minimum value of a non-one symbol in p,
• a and b are values of symbols in p and b is the least value greater
than a in p.
• a is the maximum value of any element in p and b “ 8.
Example 4.25. The critical intervals of the pattern p “ 373499 are
tr1, 2s, r3, 3s, r4, 6s, r7, 8s, r9,8su
In the automaton for recognising a composition that contains p, or is
p-prolific each transition is labeled by a union of critical intervals. This
suggests that there exists some notion of standardisation of compositions
relative to the pattern p.
Definition 4.26. Given a pattern p, and some composition t the p-
standardisation of t, denoted stdpptq is the function that takes each part of
t and maps it to the ordinal value of the critical interval of p that contains
the size of that part.
Example 4.27. Suppose that p “ 373499 then the p-standardisation of
t “ 8p12q4663281 is
stdpptq “ 453332141
The p-standardisation of p is supported by the set rms, or rm` 1s z1 if 1
does not occur as a symbol in p, where m is the number of unique values
in p. This standardisation of p is the unique composition on this support
such that the order relation between elements is the same as the order
relation on the elements of p. Such a standardisation allows us to think of
the automata previously described as regular finite state machines since we
can use the symbol that corresponds to the critical interval.
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Theorem 4.28. For any composition p
t P Proppq ðñ stdpptq P Propstdpppqq
Proof. If two different values of t belong to the same critical interval of p
then we can replace them with the smallest value of the critical interval
in any word without changing the supports of any occurrences of p. Any
element in a given critical interval induces the same state transitions in an
automaton that recognises Proppq. Furthermore, the actual values are of
little importance, only which interval they belong to ordered from smallest
to largest. Each interval, except the unbounded interval, can be replaced
by the corresponding value in stdpppq. The two automata for Propuq and
Propstdupuqq are identical except for this relabelling, and therefore the
result follows.
Consequently, when looking for interesting properties relating to patterns
in compositions one need only consider patterns p such that stdpppq “ p.
Example 4.29. Equivalence between the automaton for recognising 1441-
prolific compositions, and that recognising 1221-prolific compositions (1221
is the 1441-standardisation of 1441).
p0, 3q p1, 3q p2, 3q p3, 2q
p4, 2q













4.3 Minimally Prolific Compositions
p0, 3q p1, 3q p2, 3q p3, 2q
p4, 2q












We have constructed the In subsequent sections we will see simpler criteria
for determining when a composition is p-prolific.
4.3 Minimally Prolific Compositions
We have seen that the set of compositions which are prolific for a given
pattern can be defined by being accepted by a particular automaton, and
we also know that such automata can be used to recognise particular
compositions. We can see that being prolific for a pattern is equivalent to
containing some set of patterns, and therefore the set of non-prolific patterns
are characterised by avoidance of these patterns and forms a composition
class.
Given this classification of prolificity as the complement of a composition
class, it then follows to establish the basis for this composition class. Such
a basis is formed by the minimally prolific compositions for the pattern p.
Here we establish a number of conditions for different types of pattern that
allow us to classify and determine the minimally prolific compositions for a
pattern.
The set of minimally p-prolific compositions is the set of compositions
that are prolific for the pattern p, such that for any element x in the
set none of the compositions ∆pxq are p-prolific. Each of the minimally p-
prolific compositions is incomparable to any of the other minimally p-prolific
compositions.
The first question we ask is whether the set of minimal p-prolific compo-
sitions form a finite set. By a theorem of Higman (1952), the generalised
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subword order on compositions forms a quasi-well order, and therefore
the set of minimal p-prolific compositions, being an antichain in the order,
forms a finite set.
This leads to the question of determining information about the properties
of the minimally prolific compositions for a pattern p.
We can see that if we know the minimally prolific compositions for a
given pattern it is possible to determine the minimally prolific compositions
for the same pattern with a singleton part prepended, by prepending a
singleton part to the minimally prolific compositions for the original pattern.
Theorem 4.30. If γ is a minimally prolific composition for a pattern p
then the composition 1γ is minimally prolific for the pattern 1p.
Proof. First we show that 1γ is prolific for 1p. Since γ is p-prolific, insertion
of a new element into any position in γ creates a new copy of p. Since the
newly added singleton part precedes any of these new copies of p entirely
each of these additions into 1γ also creates a new copy of 1p. It remains
to show that the composition 1γ is minimally prolific. We achieve this by
considering each of the compositions obtained by removing an element of
1γ, and showing that this must not be 1p prolific.
Consider removing an element from γ to obtain 1γ1. Since γ is minimally
p-prolific there exists at least one position in γ1 where inserting a new
element does not cause a new occurrence of p to be formed. It is still
possible that a new occurrence of p is formed in 1γ1 however, any such
occurrence must necessarily use the initial part of size one in 1γ1 and
therefore there are no remaining parts that could be used to create a copy
of 1p. Therefore the non-1p-prolificity of this composition is witnessed by
the position corresponding to the position witnessing the non-p-prolificity
of γ1. Removing the initial singleton part of 1γ is equivalent to removing
the first part of γ and therefore 1γ1 is not 1p-prolific.
Corollary 4.31. If t is a minimally prolific composition for the pattern p,
then the composition 1nt1m is minimally prolific for the pattern 1np1m.
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Proof. Repeated application of Theorem 4.30 allows us to establish that
1nt is minimally prolific for 1np. We then can reverse both the pattern and
minimally prolific text and apply the same theorem again. Reversing both
pattern and text once more leads to the desired result.
We now need only consider those patterns that start with a single part
of size one followed by a part of size greater than one, and end with a part
of size greater than one followed by a part of size one.
Notice that certain compositions are their own unique minimally-prolific
compositions, for example insertion of a point anywhere into the composition
12121 will create a new copy of 12121. We call such compositions self-prolific,
and they are easily recognised.
Lemma 4.32. A composition p is self-prolific if and only if between each
pair of parts of size greater than 1 there is a part of size 1.
Proof. If each pair of parts of size greater than 1 in p has a part of size
1 between them then insertion of a new singleton part into any position
in p will cause a new occurrence of p using the new singleton part as a
singleton part that it is adjacent to. Since p is covered by itself adding
a new element into an existing part creates a new copy of p, and so p is
p-prolific. Moreover, p is the smallest possible composition that is covered
by p, and since by Theorem 4.13 in order to be prolific for a pattern we
must be covered by the pattern there is no composition in ∆ppq that is
prolific for p.
Suppose instead that there exists two parts, x and y, of size greater than
1 in p that have no part of size 1 between them. The composition p can
then be written as αxyβ with both x ą 1 and y ą 1. The composition
αx1yβ contains no new additional copies of p and therefore p is not prolific
for p.
Notice that the pattern 11 is self-prolific. Using this fact we can generalise




In any prolific composition if one can remove a complete part of the
composition without losing p-prolificity then the original composition was
not minimal. This gives rise to the following lemma.
Lemma 4.33. If t “ 1γ1 is minimally prolific for the pattern p, then for
every part ti, of t, there exists some insertion of an element into 1γ1 such
that any new occurrence of p must use ti.
Proof. Suppose that t is minimally p-prolific and there exists a part ti
such that for any insertion of a new element into t there exists at least
one occurrence of p that does not use the part ti. Since we can create a
new occurrence of p by inserting a new element anywhere that does not
use the part ti the composition t1 obtained by removing the part ti is still
p-prolific and t1 is contained in t. Therefore, t could not have been minimally
p-prolific.
Theorem 4.34. If 1α1 is self-prolific and 1γ1 is a minimally prolific
composition for 1β1 then the composition v “ 1α1γ1 is minimally prolific
for the pattern p “ 1α1β1.
Proof. The composition v is prolific for p. Insertion at any point will
create a new occurrence of either 1α1 or 1β1 contained entirely within the
respective 1α1 or 1γ1 parts of v. The remaining β1 or 1α, exist entirely
within the γ1 or 1α parts of v, and so any insertion will create a new
occurrence of p.
The composition v is minimally prolific for p. Consider reducing the size
of one of the parts of v. The reduced part either lay in the embedding of
1α1 or the embedding of 1γ1. Since none of the compositions in ∆p1α1q are
prolific for 1α1, and none of the compositions in ∆p1γ1q are prolific for 1β1
we can apply Proposition 4.12, to show that the none of the compositions
in ∆pvq are p-prolific.
The composition v is therefore minimally prolific for the pattern p.
Corollary 4.35. If 1t1 is a minimally prolific composition for the pattern
1p1, and α and β are self-prolific then the composition αtβ is minimally
prolific for the pattern αpβ.
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Proof. By application of Theorem 4.34 we know that αt1 is minimally
prolific for αp1. We can then freely apply the reverse automorphism to
both the text and pattern to ascertain that 1tα is minimally prolific for 1tα.
Applying Theorem 4.34 again, but with β allows us to state that βtα is
minimally prolific for βpα. Once again reversing both of these compositions
we can state that αtβ is minimally prolific for αpβ.
Application of this corollary allows us to restrict our consideration of
patterns for which we are yet to establish the minimally prolific texts to
those that do not start, or end, with a self-prolific part.
We now proceed to establish the minimally-prolific compositions for
patterns that contain no internal parts of size one, as well as proving that
these are in fact unique.
Theorem 4.36. Given a composition of k ` 2 parts, p “ 1e1e2 . . . ek´1ek1,
such that for all i ą 0, ei ą 1, there exists a unique minimal p-prolific
composition, t, given by:
t “ 1e1e2 . . . ek´1 maxpek, e1qe2 . . . ek´1ek1.
Proof. t is p-prolific.
The composition t is covered by copies of p since the first k`1 parts form
an occurrence of p with any of the last k parts of t. Then by the corollary
to Theorem 4.13, we need only check that insertion of a new singleton part
between any pair of parts creates a new copy of p.
Inserting a new singleton part into t anywhere before the pk ` 1qst part
creates a new occurrence of p with the last k ` 1 parts. Similarly, inserting
a new singleton part after the pk ` 1qst part creates a new occurrence of p
with the first k ` 1 parts.
No composition contained in t is p-prolific.
Consider the reduction of the size of any part of t, without loss of
generality we will consider reducing the size of one of the first k ` 1 parts.




Case 1 (ek ě e1). Consider inserting a new part of size one immediately
after the middle term. To the right of this part there are k parts, and
therefore we cannot find k ` 1 parts to the right of it allowing the new
part to be a leftmost one in an occurrence of p. Any new occurrence must
have the part inserted at this point play the role of the rightmost one in
an occurrence of p. There are precisely k ` 1 parts to the right of this
new part of size one, and therefore every part of p must match into the
corresponding part of t. We have reduced the size of one of these parts of t,
and therefore the corresponding part of p cannot match into it, and no new
occurrence of p is formed.
Case 2 (e1 ą ek). If the part reduced is one of the first k parts then insertion
of a new part of size one immediately after the middle part will witness
non-prolificity as in case 1. If we reduce the size of the middle part, since
e1 ą ek there is a new occurrence of p formed if we insert a part immediately
after the middle part. We must consider instead, inserting a new singleton
part immediately preceding the middle part. This new part cannot play the
role of a rightmost one in a copy of p since there are only k parts occurring
before it. It also cannot play the role of a leftmost one as the earliest
possible part that e1 could match into is the part following the middle part,
and there are then only k ´ 1 parts left in t to match k parts of p.
Since any pattern p falls into one of these forms no composition contained
in t is p-prolific.
Any composition not containing t is not p-prolific
Suppose there existed a composition v that did not contain t but was
p-prolific. Write t as 1W1. Since v avoids t, and we can greedily match
occurrences we can add additional parts to the end of v to obtain a compo-
sition that contains 1W but does not contain 1W1. As the original v was
p-prolific, this composition is also p-prolific. Without loss of generality we
may therefore assume that v contains 1W but does not contain 1W1. Now
v has the form
v “ v1v2 . . . vm.
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We can greedily match parts of 1W into v. Such a matching must end at
the part vm since v does not contain 1W1, and we can describe this ‘almost
embedding’ as such
v1 v2 . . . x . . . y . . . vm
ě ě ě ě ě ě
1 e1 . . . ek´1 maxpe1, ekq e2 . . . ek
(4.3)
Consider adding a new part of size one immediately before the part y in
Equation (4.3). This new part cannot be the initial part of size one in an
occurrence of p, as a greedy matching would only match up to the part ek
in p.
If the new part of size one is a rightmost one in an occurrence of p then
there must be a part of size ek somewhere between the parts x and y. This
would require that ek ă maxpe1, ekq and therefore if ek ě e1 the composition
v is not p-prolific, as witnessed by this position.
In the case that ek ă e1, consider inserting a new singleton part immedi-
ately after the part x. The greedy p-prefix until this point is 1 . . . ek´1, and
therefore the new part cannot act as the rightmost one in an occurrence
of p. Also since the section of 1W occurring after the insertion point is
e1 . . . ek, a greedy matching of p into v will proceed in the same manner as
the matching of 1W into v and there will be no part to match the final
part of size one in p, and no new occurrence will be created.
Therefore v is not p-prolific.
We now know how to construct minimally-prolific compositions for pat-
terns that are self-prolific and those that have no internal parts of size one.
Moreover, given the results of Lemma 4.32 and Theorems 4.34 and 4.36
one could be forgiven for thinking that all patterns p have an associated
unique minimally p-prolific composition. However, this is not the case;
for example the composition 1221221, by experimentation has precisely
two minimally prolific compositions, namely 122121221 and 12222221. We
therefore continue by establishing sufficient and necessary conditions that
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characterise the minimally prolific compositions for any pattern.
Definition 4.37. A block in a composition is a maximal factor of the word
that does not contain a part of size 1.
Theorem 4.38. A composition t is prolific for some pattern p if and only
if, for all factorisations of p “ u1α1v (where α is a block), the composition
t contains u1α11v where 1α11 is minimally prolific for 1α1.
Proof. Let P be the set of compositions of the form u1α11v such that there
exists a factorisation of p “ u1α1v where α is a block and 1α11 is minimally
prolific for 1α1.
Suppose that for all patterns r P P the text t ľ r. Consider a composition,
t`, obtained by insertion of a singleton part into t at any point. Find the
element of P which has the longest u such that u embeds entirely before the
newly inserted part. Associated with this u we can find the minimal suffix
of t` into which the corresponding v embeds. Between these parts there
must exist an embedding of 1α11, since the embedding of u was the longest
greedy embedding of u into t` and the embedding of v is the leftmost




Figure 4.6: The embedding of u1α11v into t`
Any one point extension of 1α11 creates a new copy of 1α1, since 1α11 is
1α1 prolific, and therefore the corresponding extension of t, t`, gives a new
copy of p. This applies for all one point extensions of t, and therefore t is
p-prolific.
Suppose now that t does not contain u1α11v for some factorisation of
p, but is p-prolific. By Lemma 4.11 we know that t must contain at least
one embedding of p, and so we can write t as xfz where x is the minimum
prefix of t containing u and z is the minimum suffix of t containing v. Now
we know that part between x and z does not contain 1α11, and is therefore
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not 1α1 prolific. Therefore by Proposition 4.12 the composition t cannot
be prolific for u1α1v, which is p.
Therefore if t is p-prolific then it must contain u1α11v for every factorisa-
tion of p “ u1α1v.
Given a composition p denote the set of compositions of the form u1α11v
for some p as P ppq, we can then see that any minimally p-prolific composition
must belong to the set of compositions that contain all of P ppq. Returning
to the pattern p “ 1221221 we can now see that any composition that is
prolific for the pattern must contain the two compositions
12221221 and 12212221 (4.4)
Since these two compositions are incomparable, and for any set of in-
comparable compositions there is no least upper bound in the containment
order by the corollary to Theorem 4.8 there must be multiple minimally
prolific compositions for the pattern 1221221. From the construction in
Theorem 4.38, and the result of Theorem 4.36, we can see that all of the
compositions required to be contained in a prolific composition share some
prefix and some suffix.
Lemma 4.39. Let Y be any set of compositions, let p and s be any com-
positions, and let X “ tpys | y P Y u. Then the minimal upper bounds of X
are precisely the compositions py1s where y1 is a minimal upper bound for
Y .
Proof. In any upper bound for the set X there is a leftmost occurrence
of p and a rightmost occurrence of s, since all of the elements of X share
the prefix and suffix. Since in checking for the leftmost occurrence of p
matching occurs greedily, in any minimal upper bound of X the leftmost
occurrence of p must occur in the first `ppq parts, and each part must have
size equal to the corresponding part of p, and so any upper bound of X
must start with p. Similarly the rightmost occurrence of s in a minimal
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upper bound of X must occur as the final `psq parts with each part having
the same size as the corresponding part of s, and so the minimal upper
bound must end with s. The section between the prefix and the suffix must
contain each y P Y and therefore in order to be a minimal upper bound
the central section must be a minimal upper bound for y.
We now have the ability to calculate the minimally prolific compositions
for any single pattern, with this it makes sense to try to classify whether a
given pattern has a unique minimally prolific composition.
Theorem 4.40. A pattern p has a unique minimally prolific composition
if and only if the set P ppq contains an element that is greater than all of
the other elements of P ppq.
Proof. If the set P ppq does not contain an element that is greater than
all of the other elements then there are multiple maximal incomparable
elements of P ppq. Therefore, by the corollary to Theorem 4.8 there is no
least upper bound for P ppq.
We can also show that it is possible to find a pattern who has a set of
minimally prolific elements with precisely k elements.
Proposition 4.41. Given any positive integer k the composition
Mk “ 1221
k221
has precisely k ` 1 minimally prolific compositions.
Proof. In the case where k “ 0 we appeal to Theorem 4.36 and thus
the pattern with no internal ones has precisely one minimally prolific
composition.
Consider the composition Mk. By Theorem 4.38 its minimally prolific
compositions are the minimal upper bounds of
12221k221 and 1221k2221 (4.5)
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Both of these compositions start with 122 and end with 221, therefore any
minimally prolific composition should start and end with those compositions.
Furthermore, the section between the prefix and the suffix needs to contain
both 21k and 1k2. Since we are looking for minimally prolific compositions
we need only concentrate on compositions that have parts of size 1 or 2.
Claim. Any minimal composition containing 21k and 1k2 contains at most
two parts of size 2.
Suppose we have some composition m that has three parts of size 2 and
contains both a leftmost occurrence of 21k and a rightmost occurrence of
1k2. Mark the positions of the occurrences of these patterns in m. Take the
composition obtained by taking the two positions that were representing
parts of size two in each of these occurrences and replacing them with a
part of size two and replacing all of the other parts in the marked positions
with parts of size one. All other parts can be omitted, for minimality, and
therefore any minimal composition contains either one, or two parts of size
2. 
Since we know that any minimal composition containing 21k and 1k2
contains one or two parts of size two we now have to show that there are
exactly k ` 1 of these. There is only one minimal composition that has
precisely one part of size two.
1k21k
Any minimal composition containing 21k and 1k2 with two parts of size
two has a leftmost and a rightmost part of size two, and therefore has the
form 1a21b21c. Since the leftmost part of size two needs to have k´ 1 parts
of size 1 to its right and the rightmost part of size two needs to have k ´ 1
parts to its left we have that a` b “ k ´ 1 and b` c “ k ´ 1, which also
implies that a “ c. Therefore we can choose one of either b or a to have
some value in the range 0 . . . k ´ 1, of which there are k possible values.
Therefore there are k minimal compositions containing 21k and 1k2, and by
applying Lemma 4.39 we can prepend 122 and append 221 to each of these
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minimal compositions to obtain the compositions that must be contained
in any composition that is prolific for 1221k221 and so there are.
All that remains is to show that these compositions are incomparable.
Compare two compositions of the form 1a21b21a, c1 “ 1a121b121a1 and
c2 “ 1
a221b221a2 . Without loss of generality assume that a1 ă a2, hence
b1 ą b2. If it were true that c1 ĺ c2 then the first part of size 2 in c1 would
embed into the first part of size 2 in c2. The next b1 of c1 parts would then
embed into the next b1 parts of c2, one of these parts would be the second,
and final, part of size 2 in c2. There would therefore be no part of size 2 in
c2 that could be used as the second part of size 2 in c1, so c1 ł c2. Now
consider the number of parts in c1 and c2, c1 has 2a1 ` b1 ` 2 “ a1 ` k ` 1
parts, and c2 has 2a2` b2` 2 “ a2` k` 1. Since a1 ă a2 c2 has more parts
than c1 and therefore c2 ł c1. Therefore any two compositions of the form
1a21b21a where a` b “ k ´ 1 are incomparable.
Now compare the composition of the form c1 “ 1k21k and any composition
of the form c2 “ 1a21b21a. Since c1 has only one part of size two it is clear
that it cannot contain c2. Also c1 has precisely 2k ` 1 parts, and c2 has
at most 2pk ´ 1q ` 2 “ k parts (when a “ k ´ 1), so c2 ł c1. Hence,
any composition of the form 1a21b21a such that a ` b “ k ´ 1 and the
composition 1k21k are incomparable.
All of these compositions are incomparable and therefore all form the set
of minimally prolific compositions for Mk of which there are k ` 1.
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In the previous chapter we explored the context of compositions with the
containment order known as the generalised subword order (GSO). Composi-
tions with this particular containment order are in bijective correspondence
with the layered permutations. These permutations are those that can
be expressed as the direct sum of monotone decreasing permutations. In
such a permutation we call each of the decreasing sequences a layer in the
permutation.
Definition 5.1. The (direct) sum of two permutations π and τ of lengths
k and ` respectively is defined as




πpiq if i ď k
τpi´ kq ` k if k ` 1 ď i ď k ` `
Definition 5.2. A layered permutation
Where a part of size k in the composition corresponds to a layer of size
k in the permutation.
Example 5.3. The composition 123241 is equivalent to the permutation
13265487p12qp11qp10q9p13q(Figure 5.1.
There are other classes of permutations that have a bijective correspon-
dence with compositions. As with layered permutations we can create a
bijection with co-layered permutations, those which are the skew sum of
decreasing permutations. However, co-layered permutations and layered
permutations with standard permutation pattern containment are order
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–
Figure 5.1: A composition and its corresponding layered permutation
isomorphic, and have the exact same properties. Another interesting case
to consider is the bijection between compositions and permutations that
are sums of increasing cycles.
Definition 5.4. A permutation of size k forms a cycle if the i-th element
is mapped to the pi` 1q-th, for 1 ď i ď k ´ 1 position and the kth element
is mapped to the first position.
Example 5.5. The permutation 23456781 forms a cycle of length 8.
Cycles of length k are easily identified in the plot of a permutation by
being shown as an increasing sequence of length k´1 followed by a minimum
element.
Since we can associate with each part of size k in a composition a cycle
of size k we can interpret a composition as a direct sum of disjoint cycles.
Example 5.6. The composition 123241 is equivalent to the permutation
13256487p10qp11qp12q9p13q (Figure 5.2).
–
Figure 5.2: A composition and its corresponding sums of cycles permutation
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Figure 5.3: A sequence of cycles of size 1 contained in a cycle of size 6
In general we will continue to use the viewpoint of compositions as words
over P, while considering the underlying structure only in terms of the
containment relationship.
5.1 Containment
The containment order on permutations that are sums of cycles can be
interpreted as a partial order on compositions, this provides a number of
interesting considerations. As with the generalised subword order a part of
size k can be embedded in any part of size at least k. There is however the
property that a cycle of length 6 can contain any cycle of length 6 or less,
but it can also contain a sequence of up to 5 cycles of length 1 (Figure 5.3).
Since a single ‘symbol’ in the composition can contain a sequence of parts
the containment relationship in the sums of cycles order is slightly less
easy to define than in the case of the generalised subword order. It is also
possible to directly define the ordering on compositions.
Definition 5.7. Given two compositions t “ t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn and p “ p1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk, the
composition t contains p for the sums of cycles order, denoted t ľ p, if and
only if there exists a factorisation of p “ β1 . . . β`, where each βi consists of
either a sequence of parts of size 1 or a single part, for which there exists a
sequence of ` indices i1 ă . . . ă i`, such that for all 1 ď j ď `:
• if βj is a single part then βj ď tij ,
• if βj is a sequence of at least two parts of size 1 then |βj| ď tij .
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This order is very closely related to the GSO on compositions.
Proposition 5.8. If a composition p is contained in a composition t in
the GSO, then the composition p is contained in the composition t when
considered as sums of cycles.
Proof. From Definition 4.2 a pattern, p, is contained in a text, t, if there
exists a sequence, i of indices for which the size of selected part tij of
t are each greater than the corresponding part pi of p. Consider the
factorisation of p “ β1 . . . βk such that βm “ pm, that is that every part in
the factorisation is a single part in the composition. With this factorisation
we can use the same sequence of indices, i as in the GSO case, and we still
have that βj ď tij for all 0 ă j ď k.
For many patterns generalised subword order containment and sums of
cycles containment are identical.
Proposition 5.9. If a composition p has no non-trivial sequences of parts
of size 1 then the compositions that contain it in the generalised subword
order are identical to those that contain it in the sums of cycles order.
Proof. Given that the only factorisation of the composition p is βm “ pm,
the definition of containment then tells us that for containment to occur
there exists a sequence of indices, i, such that pj ď tij for all 0 ă j ď k.
This is precisely the same as the definition for containment under the
generalised subword order and so the two sets are the same.
We should also consider the relationship between the automata that
recognise the containment of a given pattern inside a text. If the pattern
does not contain a consecutive sequence of parts of size one then the
automaton in the sums of cycles order will be identical to the automaton in
the generalised subword order. However, if the pattern contains a sequence
of parts of size one then the sums of cycles automaton has extra transitions
that arise from the containment of a sequence of parts of size 1 inside a
part of larger size.
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Example 5.10. The containment automaton in the sums of cycles con-
tainment order for the pattern 14111341 is













In this example we can clearly see the consequences of a large cycle
containing a sequence of singleton cycles. The transitions from state 2 to
states 4 and 5 are a result of two and three parts of size 1 embedding into
cycles of size 3 and size greater than 3 respectively.
If we instead consider the automata for patterns that have no sequences
of parts of size 1 then the automata are in fact identical to those in the
generalised subword order.
Lemma 5.11. Given a composition p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pk there always exists a
finite state automaton that recognises containment of p in the sums of cycles
order.
Proof. The transitions in this automaton are given in the same way as
for the automaton that recognises p in the generalised subword order.
In addition where there is a sequence of parts of size 1 in p from indices
i, i`1, . . . , j there are transitions from each state ` in the set ti´1, . . . , j´1
to the states ti, i ` 1, . . . , ju with a label to the state j from the state `
with label rj ´ ` ` 1,8q, from the state j ´ 1 with label r1, 2s and from
other states t with label rj ´ t` 1, j ´ t` 1s.
5.2 Prolificity
As with the concept of containment we can draw parallels between the
generalised subword order and the sums of cycles orders when we consider
prolificity. There are however some notable differences, most of these occur
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when our pattern can be contained in a text by using a ‘large’ part from
the text to act as a sequence of parts of size 1 in the pattern.
Example 5.12. The composition t “ 12233221 is prolific for p “ 12211221
in the sums of cycles order, but not in the GSO.
Proof. In the generalised subword order, by Theorem 4.38 any p-prolific
composition contains both 122211221 and 122112221, both of which have
nine parts. The composition t has only eight parts, and therefore cannot
contain either of the required compositions and is therefore not p-prolific
under the generalised subword order.
Now in the sums of cycles order, for each part of t there is an occurrence
of p that uses that part, so expanding a part will create a new occurrence
of p. Now inserting a part next to a part that can act as a part of size one
will create new occurrences as in the generalised subword order. Looking
at inserting a new part between two parts of size 2 in t, without loss of
generality we will assume this is the first two, if this were to be used in an
embedding of p then it must play the role of the initial part of size 1 in p,
it therefore must be followed by an occurrence of 2211221. The following
parts of size 2 in p can be embedded into the corresponding parts of size
2 and 3 in t. In order to be p-prolific with respect to this insertion 11221
should be contained in 3221. The sums of cycles containment order shows
us that the next two singleton parts in p can both be embedded into the
next part of size three in t, and then we can embed the final 221 in p into
the final 221 in t. Hence t is p-prolific in the sums of cycles order.
Some of the properties that allow us to reason about patterns do carry
over from the sums of cycles order.
Lemma 5.13. Given a composition p the set Proppq in the sums of cycles
order is non-empty if and only if p starts and ends with a part of size 1.
Proof. This proof is analogous to that of Lemma 4.10. If p did not start,
or end, with a part of size one then prepending, or appending, a new part
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of size one would not create a new copy of p. Once again the composition
1αα1 is p-prolific if p “ 1α1 by the same reasoning as in Lemma 4.10.
We must also note that the notion of being cover-prolific in the sums of
cycles order is distinct from that of normal counting prolificity. There are
some texts that are prolific for a pattern, but are not cover-prolific.
Example 5.14. The composition t “ 2 is p “ 11 prolific, but is not
p-cover-prolific.
Proof. In the sums of cycles order recall that a part of size k can contain a
sequence of k ´ 1 parts of size 1. The composition t is not p-cover prolific
since it is not covered by p. Think about how we can extend t, in inserting
a new singleton part before, or after, the extant part we can find a new
occurrence of 11 that uses the new element and either of the elements in
the part of size 2. Moreover, if we expand the part of size 2 then we can
find an occurrence of 11 that exists entirely within the part of size 2, and
so t is p-prolific.
This example also shows us that it is not necessary for t to contain p to
be p-prolific.
Proposition 5.15. If t is p-prolific, where p “ 1α1 then α1 ĺ t and
1α ĺ t.
Proof. This follows from the definition of prolificity in the sums of cycles
case. If t is p-prolific then 1t must contain at least one copy of p, and since
p starts with a part of size 1 we can embed the rest of p entirely into t.
Similarly t1 must contain a copy of p, and we can embed the last part of p
into the final singleton part of t1 and therefore 1α ĺ t.
However, in most cases it is still necessary for t to contain a copy of p in
order to be p-prolific.
Lemma 5.16. If a composition p contains a part of size greater than 1
then a composition t can only be p-prolific if it contains a copy of p.
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Proof. The composition p contains at least one part of size at least two,
therefore it contains a leftmost part of size at least two, write p as 1kxβ1,
where x is the leftmost non-singleton part.
Suppose that t is p-prolific. By Proposition 5.15 it must contain 1k´1xβ1.
This means that there is a rightmost embedding of 1k´1xβ1 in t. If the
right greedy embedding of 1k´1xβ1 embeds the part x to the right of the
kth part of t then there exists a copy of p using the first k parts and then
the rest of the right greedy embedding.
Suppose instead that the right greedy embedding of 1k´1xβ1 used the
kth part as the part x. As t is prolific expanding the kth part of t, to
give t`, must create a new copy of p. We therefore search for a left greedy
embedding of p that uses the new element. The initial k singleton parts of
p in the left greedy embedding should embed into the first k parts of t`,
using the new point. Since x ą 1 it cannot also embed into the kth part of
t and therefore must embed into t at a later point. This contradicts our
assumption that we had the right greedy embedding of 1k´1xβ1.
Hence, t must contain at least one copy of p if p has a part of size greater
than one.
We also make a statement equivalent to Proposition 4.12 in this particular
context.
Proposition 5.17. Given a pattern p “ 1α1, if a composition t is not
p-prolific then for all compositions ` and r the composition `tr is not `pr-
prolific.
Proof. Suppose that t is not p-prolific, but `tr is `pr-prolific. Take a one
point extension, t` of t that does not create any new copies of p and consider
the composition `t`r. In this composition there can be no new occurrence
of `pr in which the ` and r embed into the ` and r of `t`r, otherwise there
would be a new embedding of p in t` leading to a contradiction. The new
point must therefore embed into `, or r. Without loss of generality assume
it embeds into `, then since p starts with a part of size 1 we could instead
use the greedy embedding of ` and use the new point as the first part in p.
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This would create a new copy of p that embeds into t`, contradicting our
original assumption that t was not p-prolific.
5.3 Minimal prolific compositions in sums of
cycles order
We now turn our focus to the methods for determining prolificity in the sums
of cycles order by examining containment of minimal prolific compositions.
Proposition 5.18. The minimal prolific compositions for the pattern p “
1k | k ě 2 are the compositions 1k and the set of compositions consisting of
` non singleton parts αi for whom
ř
iP1...` |αi| ´ ` “ k ´ 1.
Proof. It can be seen that 1k is prolific for p. Inserting a new part allows
us to choose k´ 1 of the original k parts, along with the new part to create
a new occurrence of p. In expanding an existing part by a single element
we can use the new element in that part to act as the same element in the
as in the original occurrence. The composition 1k is also minimally prolific
as in the composition 1k´1 expanding any part will not create any new
occurrence of p as there is no k element increasing sequence of elements.
Consider one of the compositions of the other form. This has an em-
bedding of the composition 1k´1 that uses all of the parts. The insertion
of any new part will add to this longest increasing sequence to produce a
new embedding of 1k. Since every part is non-singleton, expanding a part
will also add a new element to the longest increasing sequence once again
creating a new embedding of 1k.
Now suppose that a composition t is p-prolific. Every one-point extension
of t, must create a new copy of p. Specifically every one-point extension
that involves inserting a new part of size 1 anywhere must create a new
copy of p, therefore p must contain a copy of 1k´1. Furthermore, expanding
any part of t must also create a new copy of p. If t contains 1k´1 but not
1k, and has a part of size 1, then expanding that part would not create a
new copy of p, therefore is t contains a part of size 1 it must contain 1k. If
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t does not contain a part of size 1 then expansion of any part must create
a new copy of p. Let t consist of ` parts, then there are ` points in t that
form the end of cycles. Without loss of generality we can say that these
points cannot possibly form part of the embedding of the longest possible
sequence of parts of size 1, therefore in order to contain a copy of 1k´1 t
must contain a composition of ` parts with k ´ 1` ` points.
Proposition 5.19. If p “ 1α1, with α non-empty, contains no internal
parts of size 1, then it has a unique minimal prolific composition in the
sums of cycles order that is the same as that in the generalised subword
order as given in Theorem 4.36.
Proof. In the sums of cycles order a part of size greater than one can only
be embedded into a part of greater size. Since there are no consecutive parts
of size 1 in p there is no possibility of multiple parts in p being embedded
into a single part in the extension of the minimal p-prolific structure. This
proof is therefore identical to that of Theorem 4.36.
One concern that could potentially arise when considering prolificity in
the context of compositions under the sums of cycles order is the possibility
that a large sequence of parts of size one in the pattern could cause there to
be different minimal compositions. We therefore examine the cases where
there is a large sequence of ones that is at neither the start, nor the end of
the pattern.
Proposition 5.20. If p “ 1u1kv1 then any composition, t, is p-prolific
if and only if for some u1 and v1 such that 1u11 and 1v11 are 1u1 and 1v1
prolific compositions, t contains 1u11kv1 and 1u1kv11.
Proof. Let a “ 1u11kv1 and b “ 1u1kv11 where 1u11 is 1u1 prolific and 1v11
is 1v1 prolific.
Suppose that t contains both a and b then there is both a leftmost
embedding of 1u11 and a rightmost embedding of 1v11 into t. Suppose that
an extension of t occurs among the parts that are spanned by the leftmost
embedding of 1u11, since 1u11 is 1u1 prolific this creates a new copy of p
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along with the embedding of 1k´1v1 that existed due to t containing a,
even if some number of parts of size one embed into a single part in t. A
similar observation can be made when the extension occurs inside the parts
spanned by the rightmost occurrence of 1v11. However, if the extension
occurs between the leftmost copy of 1u11 and the rightmost embedding of
1v11 then it occurs to the right of a copy of 1u and to the left of a copy of
v1, and therefore can be used as one of the singleton parts in the 1k section
of p.
Conversely assume that for some factorisation of p “ 1u1kv1 there is no
such embedding of u1 and v1 in t. We must show that t is not p-prolific.









By the assumption either X is not 1u1-prolific, or Y is not 1v1-prolific.
These two cases exactly correspond so suppose that the former is true.
Since X is not 1u1 prolific we can take an extension, X`, of X such that
no new copy of 1u1 is created. The minimal prefix of X`S that contains
an embedding of 1u1 using the new element therefore must use at least one
element of S, and since S was the rightmost embedding of 1k´1v1 there is
no way that we can complete this embedding of p.
We will now proceed to focus in on a single block in the pattern
Theorem 5.21. Let p be a pattern with at least one part of size greater
than 1. A composition t is p-prolific in the sums of cycles order if and only
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if for all factorisations of p “ u1xα1yv (α is a block) t contains u1xα11yv
where 1α11 is minimally prolific for 1α1.
Proof. Suppose that t contains each of the compositions of the form
u1xα11yv. Consider an extension, t`, of t, given the location of the new point
we can find the longest u1x´1 that embeds before the extension location.
If the end of the 1x sequence embeds into a single part then the extension
of that part will still create a new copy of 1α1. The extension therefore
occurs inside an embedding of 1α11, which is followed by an embedding of
1y´1v, and since 1α11 is 1α1 prolific this will create a new copy of p and
thus t is p-prolific.
Conversely, suppose that t is prolific, it therefore contains a copy of p.
For any factorisation we can view an embedding of p into t by considering




Since t is prolific, extension of any part in the section denoted W must
create a new copy of p, since we have found the leftmost and rightmost u1x´1
and 1y´1v it must furthermore create a new copy of 1α1, and therefore
W must contain 1α11, noting that the 1 on either end can embed into the
same parts as some of the ones at the end/beginning of the 1x´1 and 1y´1
sections. Therefore, if t is p-prolific it must contain u1xα11yv, and this must
be true for every factorisation of p “ u1xα1yv.
One may be concerned that any large sequence of parts of size one in the
pattern may cause there to be extra compositions about which we need to
be concerned. This concern only comes to fruition when we consider the
composition that consists only of parts of size one, if the pattern contains a
part of size two or greater then we contain a copy of the pattern.
As a result of Theorem 5.21 we establish that the procedure for finding
minimally prolific compositions in the sums of cycles case is almost identical
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to that in the generalised subword order case. It is the set of minimal
upper bounds for all of those compositions in the set P ppq. The set P ppq is
identical to that for the generalised subword order, however the minimal
upper bounds are different from that of the generalised subword order case.
Example 5.22. The compositions that are prolific for p “ 12211221 are










Given that the interpretations of compositions that we have examined so far
have a close link to certain classes of permutations it seems natural to shift
our study to a richer class of permutations. Specifically we will consider
the class of permutations that avoid a three element decreasing sequence,
also known as Avp321q. The class Avp321q has a number of alternative
characterisations (Albert, Brignall, et al. 2019):
• it consists of those permutations whose points can be drawn on two
parallel increasing lines in the plane as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
• it consists of those permutations that can be described as a merging
of two increasing sequences.
(a) A 321-avoiding permutation (b) The same permutation drawn on two
parallel lines
Figure 6.1: A 321 avoiding permutation drawn in two ways.
This class has a very convenient property, so we revisit the conventional
definitions of sum-indecomposable permutations and sum closed classes.
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A permutation said to be sum-indecomposable if it cannot be written as
a nontrivial sum of two smaller permutations.
Definition 6.1. A permutation class C is sum-closed if given two per-
mutations p “ p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pn and q “ q1q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qm the compositions p ‘ q “
p1p2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pnpq1 ` nqpq2 ` nq ¨ ¨ ¨ pqm ` nq and q ‘ p (defined similarly) belong
to C.
We now present two useful observations the first of which was stated
and proved by Atkinson and Stitt (2002), and the second of which is a
commonly accepted result.
Observation 6.2. A permutation class C is sum-closed. if and only if all of
its basis elements are sum-indecomposable.
Proof. If C is sum-closed then a basis element cannot be of the form π ‘ τ
since both π and τ would belong to C and so π‘τ P C. Conversely, suppose
that all basis elements are sum-indecomposable. Let τ and σ P C. Then
if τ ‘ σ R C then there must be some element µ ĺ τ ‘ σ in the basis.
However, since all basis elements are sum-indecomposable this would imply
that either µ ĺ τ of µ ĺ σ leading to a contradiction.
Observation 6.3. In a sum-closed permutation class any permutation p can
be written uniquely as a sum of sum-indecomposables, therefore we can
think of the class as being represented by the words over the language of
the sum-indecomposables that belong to the class.
The basis of the class Avp321q consists of precisely one sum-indecomposable
permutation. As such we can partition the class into permutations that are
sum-indecomposable, and permutations that are formed as the direct sum
of these sum-indecomposable permutations. For example, the permutation
1425637 used in Figure 6.1 can be written as the direct sum 1‘ 31452‘ 1.
In the class of 321-avoiding permutations we often find ourselves talking
about left-to-right maxima, and right-to-left minima since the permutations
are uniquely defined by the relative positions of these points. Sometimes
a single point may be both a left-to-right maximum, and a right-to-left
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minimum. These points can be referred to as pivots and all other maxima
and minima can be referred to as true maxima or minima.
When considering containment in Avp321q we recall the definition of
containment in Observation 2.5. Sometimes it is also possible to leverage the
sum decomposition of a permutation in Avp321q to allow for containment
checking. However, we must be careful as it is also possible for a sum-
decomposable 321 avoider to be contained inside a sum-indecomposable
321 avoider as shown in Figure 6.2.
(a) A sum-decomposable 321-
avoiding permutation
(b) A sum-indecomposable per-
mutation containing the sum-
decomposable permutation
Figure 6.2: A sum-decomposable permutation inside a sum-indecomposable
permutation
When extending a permutation in Avp321q there are a multitude of
positions into which we can add a new point; however, there are still a
number of restrictions to where we can add these points. In the graphical
presentation of a permutation we can show the positions that we can add
a point to by shading all of the regions into which adding a point would
create a copy of 321 as shown in Figure 6.3. In calculating these forbidden
regions we know that we cannot place any points that are to the left of, and
greater in value than any of the true left-to-right maxima; we also cannot
place any points to the right of, and less in value than any of the true
right-to-left minima. Furthermore we cannot place a new point between
any left-to-right maxima and any right-to-left minima in both position and
value.
Briefly recalling the sums of cycles on compositions where the composition
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Figure 6.3: A 321-avoider with forbidden regions shaded
3 contained the compositions 11 we now have even more pervasively the phe-
nomenon that sums of words can be contained in single sum-indecomposable
‘letters’ from our alphabet. That is there are many cases where in Avp321q
for sum-indecomposable permutations a, b and c a‘ b ĺ c .
Remark. Given any set of sum-indecomposable compositions in Avp321q
it is possible to construct a number of sum-indecomposable 321-avoiding
permutation that contains all of these compositions. Suppose we have two
sum-indecomposable permutations p and q, we can take the direct sum of
these two permutations and add an additional point that is placed before the
last point of the first summand in position and greater than the least point
of the second summand. This effectively ‘ties’ the two sum-indecomposable
parts together as show in Figure 6.4.
In order to facilitate some later discussion we will also recall some
definitions of increasing oscillations presented by Brignall, Ruškuc, and
Vatter (2008).
Definition 6.4. The increasing oscillation sequence is the infinite sequence
4, 1, 6, 3, 8, 5, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 2k ` 2, 2k ´ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
Definition 6.5. An increasing oscillation is any sum-indecomposable per-
mutation that is contained in the increasing oscillation sequence.
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Figure 6.4: Tying two sum-indecomposable 321-avoiders
6.1 Prolificity
We now turn to prolificity in the context of 321-avoiding permutations. It
makes sense to try to reduce the set of permutations that we are required
to examine in order to establish results on prolificity. As both the layered
permutations, and the sums of cycles form sum-closed classes it makes
sense to try to establish similar results to Lemma 4.10 and Lemma 5.13.
The concatenation operation that we used in the composition context is
equivalent to the direct sum in the permutation context so we proceed as
follows.
Lemma 6.6. If p P Avp321q then the set Proppq is non-empty if and only
if p “ 1‘ q ‘ 1.
Proof. Suppose that p cannot be written in this way, that it starts with
a point greater than its least point. For any permutation v in Avp321q
the permutation 1‘ v, which is a one point extension of v, cannot create
any new embeddings of p. Likewise if p does not end with its maximum
value then the permutation v ‘ 1 cannot possibly contain any additional
embeddings of p.
Given that our pattern has the form 1‘ q ‘ 1 consider the permutation
v “ 1‘ q‘ 21‘ q‘ 1. It is required that we put the pattern 21 in between
our two copies to prevent the addition of a point that could join the two
copies together. Inserting a point in any valid location to the left of the
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least point in the 21 summand will create a new copy of p using the terminal
q‘1 section of v and the newly inserted point. On the other hand, inserting
a point in any valid location to the right of the maximum point in the 21
summand will create a new copy of p using the initial 1‘ q section of v and
the new point.
As examined in previous chapters it makes sense to attempt to find
smaller permutations that are prolific for a given pattern. We can try to
refine the argument given in Lemma 6.6 to get ourselves closer to the actual
minimal permutations. We begin by considering those permutations for
whom p “ 1‘ α ‘ 1 where α is sum-indecomposable.
Suppose that we had such a pattern. Figure 6.5 shows the interaction
between two copies of α. The shaded regions would create a new copy of
321 and are thus disallowed, and any point inserted below and to the right
of the dashed line, or above and to the left of the thick line, would create
a new copy of 1‘ α ‘ 1 with the top, or bottom respectively, copies of α.
The only place that we can insert new points into that are ‘interesting’ are





Figure 6.5: The form of 1‘ α ‘ α ‘ 1
Given this we can establish some simple results that give some sum-
indecomposable 321-avoiding permutations α for which 1 ‘ α ‘ α ‘ 1 is
1‘ α ‘ 1-prolific.
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Lemma 6.7. If α is a sum-indecomposable 321-avoider with size greater
than 2 that starts with its second least value and ends with its second largest
value; or has its maximum as its second last value and has its minimum as
its second value; or is an increasing oscillation, then q “ 1‘ α‘ α‘ 1 is
p “ 1‘ α ‘ 1-prolific.
Proof. In each case we will consider the region where the two copies of α
meet, these connecting areas are shown in Figure 6.6. In any case any point
inserted into the regions outlined with the solid, or dashed, lines create a
new copy of p with the new point acting as the last, respectively first point
in p.
It can be seen that Figure 6.6a and Figure 6.6b are very similar, since the
meeting point in one can be seen to be the inverse of the other. Examining
the case where α starts with its second least value and ends with its second
largest value (Figure 6.6a), any point inserted after and immediately above
the second largest, and last, point of the lower copy of α can act as this
second largest point, creating a new copy of p. Similarly a point inserted
before and immediately below the first, and second least, point of the upper
copy of α can act as the first point in the upper copy of α creating a new
copy of p.
As the increasing oscillations of even length fall under either of these pre-
vious two cases it remains to show the statement for increasing oscillations
of odd length.
Suppose that α is an odd increasing oscillation. The meeting point
between the two copies of α has the form show in Figure 6.6c, or the
inverse form. Since α ends with its second largest value, any point placed
immediately above this value and to its right creates a new copy of p with
the new point acting as the last point in lower α. We must turn our focus to
the two by two clear area in the upper-left of Figure 6.6c (. If the new point
is inserted into any square other than the bottom right of these squares
then it can act as either the last, or first, right-to-left maximum in the lower,
or upper, copy of α. If instead the new point is inserted into the bottom
right of these squares then it joins both of the odd increasing oscillations
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of length k into a new increasing oscillation of length 2k ` 1, we can then
take the new point to act as the first point in a length k oscillation formed
by using the last point in the lower α as the minimum in the new copy of
α and the next k ´ 2 points of the upper copy of α.
(a) α has the form
2 . . . pn´ 1q
(b) α has the form
_1 . . . pnq_
(c) Odd increasing os-
cillations
Figure 6.6: Three different ways two copies of different α can meet.
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7 Algorithms and algorithmic
concerns
In most of the work presented, we first explored the contexts algorithmically,
and then subjected them to more rigorous mathematical exposition. This
chapter details some of the algorithmic concerns and methods that were
used in order to make this work feasible. Many of the techniques acting
on automata (or directed graphs) presented are fairly standard in making
certain search techniques in these settings more effective. These methods
however are rarely written down explicitly.
7.1 Compositions
7.1.1 Containment
When considering containment of compositions in Sections 4.1, 4.2.1 and 5.1
we made use of the notion of finite state automata to present the containment
of patterns inside a text. In order to directly use these automata one would
have to construct the automata. However, in our contexts we can note that
these automata are acyclic, they contain no cycles that are not also loops.
We can therefore determine whether a pattern is contained inside a text by
processing the text from left to right and tracking how much of the pattern
we have seen so far. This leverages the notion of the greedy occurrence that
was previously mentioned. If instead we are tracking whether a text contains
multiple patterns then we can keep an individual count of how far through
each pattern we have progressed as we process the text. Fundamentally
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this allows us to determine whether a text contains one of, or all of, a
particular set of patterns in time proportional to the number of parts in
the text composition. This is true even in the sums of cycles case where a
single part in the text can be used to play the role of a number of parts in
the pattern.
7.1.2 Prolificity
In Section 4.2.1 we presented an automaton construction that produces an
automaton that can recognise whether a particular composition is prolific
for a given pattern p. As when checking for containment it is not necessary
to ever produce the entire automaton for the pattern for which we are
determining prolificity, we need only keep track of the current state of the
automata which consists of the length of the prefix α and the length of
the global suffix g as we process the text t. The local suffix requirements
can be computed based on the length of the current p-prefix and hence
there is no need to precalculate any of the requirements. Therefore when
given a composition of k parts we can determine if it is p-prolific in time
proportional to the number of parts k. This complexity does not change
between the two different contexts of compositions as both use a greedy
approach when determining whether a composition is p-prolific.
7.1.3 Minimal Prolificity
Now, when determining the minimally prolific compositions for a given
pattern the original approach used was to generate all compositions and
compute which of these are prolific for a given pattern p. This method is
obviously very inefficient as it requires us to process all 2n´1 compositions for
each length n until we find all of the minimally prolific compositions. There
also exists the problem of determining whether we have found all of the
minimal compositions. We can slightly reduce the number of compositions
to test in the generalised subword order by noting that if the pattern p has
largest value m then any minimally prolific text must consist of values that
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p0, 3q p1, 3q p2, 3q p3, 2q
p4, 2q






Figure 7.1: The reduced automata for 1221-prolific compositions
are at most m, since any larger value will cause the same transition as the
value m at any point. Furthermore, any minimally prolific composition for
a pattern p should start and end with a part of size one, since p both starts
and ends with a part of size one.
The next approach taken was to calculate the minimal words accepted
by the automaton directly. The first step is to simplify the automaton so
that it forms a directed acyclic graph with each edge labelled by a single
symbol. In order to do this we first remove all of the loop transitions
in our automaton, this maintains minimality as any word that uses the
transition on the loop that is accepted by the automaton can be made
smaller by removing the symbol that caused the loop transition, and will
still be accepted by the automaton. This loop removal turns our automaton
into a directed acyclic graph. The next step is interval reduction, in this
step we note that if a transition is caused by an interval of elements ra, bs
then in a word that is accepted by the automaton using this transition then
we can replace the element x that caused that transition by the smallest
possible value that causes the transition, which is a. In theory we have no
need to remember the value of the state, however doing so will allow some
advantage in a later process. This reduction of the automata can be seen
in Figure 7.1.
Given a reduced automata we can associate with each state, s, the set of
words that allow us to reach that particular state. These are obtained by
considering the words associated with each predecessor state, q, and adding
the character that causes a transition from q to s. We can then compare
these words to calculate the minimal words that can be used to reach the
state s. By starting at the initial vertex with the empty composition, and
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processing the states in an order that is consistent with the structure of the
automaton (such as distance from the start state), the minimal compositions
accepted by the automata are the compositions associated with the final
state.
This method need not apply solely to automata with the prolificity
construction shown in Section 4.2.1. In fact in order to find the minimal
prolific compositions for a given pattern p it is easier to apply Theorem 4.38
and convert the problem to that of finding upper bounds for a set of
compositions. This is the method that we use to calculate the minimally
prolific compositions for any pattern that does not belong to one of the
simple cases in Section 4.3.
Algorithmically, if the pattern p has k parts then we can compute the
set of compositions for which we need to compute the upper bound in time
proportional to k. This is achieved by keeping track of the prefix of p that
we have seen as well as the current block that we are in and maintaining
a list of partial compositions that we must contain that are completed as
we progress. When we process a particular part we add the current part
to the end of all of the partial compositions, if the part we are processing
is a part of size 1 then we know that it is the start of a new block. If
the part after the current part is of size 1 then this part is the last part
in a block, in this case we do the block overlap construction similarly to
Theorem 4.36 and add this to the current prefix creating a new partial
composition. After processing the entire composition p we will then have
the set of compositions for which we must find the minimal upper bounds.
Given this set of patterns we must now proceed to finding the upper
bounds for this set. We begin by reducing the automaton that recognises
the containment of all of these patterns simultaneously. We note that we
must process all of the immediate predecessors of a node before we process
the node itself. It therefore makes sense to find an ordering of the nodes
such that any node comes after all of its predecessors. In general, this
ordering is called a topological sort and requires use of algorithms such as
Khan’s algorithm which has running time proportional to the number of
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nodes plus the number of edges. However, we can leverage some of the
properties of the particular setting in order to effectively eliminate the need
to precompute a topological sort. For any node we can record the length
of the prefix we have seen for each of the patterns producing an `-tuple
where ` is the number of patterns in P ppq. Consider the difference in this
tuple between a node and any of its successors, since a successor is created
by ‘capturing’ another part of at least one of the patterns in P ppq it is
necessary that the tuple for the successor node is strictly lexically greater
than that of any of its predecessors. While looking for the minimal upper
bounds for P ppq we can maintain a structure that allows us to remove the
lexically least state, most often a priority queue, allowing us to access nodes
in topological order without having to preprocess the automaton.
Finding minimal elements of a subset of a set with a partial order
One of the subproblems that we face is to determine the minimal elements
of a particular set of compositions. In general this is the problem of finding
the minimal elements of a set of structures with an associated partial order.
Naively, we can compare all pairs of elements in the set discarding those
that are greater in any comparison. This naive algorithm has complexity
potentially quadratic in the input size since in large sets of elements with a
large amount of incomparability this algorithm may sometimes cause every
element to be compared to every other element. For example if we have a
set of n ´ 1 incomparable elements, and a single element less than all of
the others, and were to process them in the order such that the minimum
element was last then the total number of comparisons necessary is the nth
triangular number, and the set of minimal candidates reaches a maximum
size of n´ 1.
However, if we were to take the minimum elements first then for any
other element we would need only compare it to our current set of minimal
elements and our set of minimal elements would never exceed its final size.
In order to traverse the subset so that the minimal elements come first
we must first collect the elements of the subset in a sorted order that is
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compatible with the partial order on the set. Therefore we often look for
an easily computable linear extension for our partial order that we can use
to sort our elements. Upon selection of an appropriate data structure we
can compute the minimal elements in time proportional to nk in the worst
case, where k is the final size of our set of minimal elements. Frequently
the actual time is less than this since it is likely that it is not necessary to
traverse through the entire set of minimal elements, especially if we keep
them in sorted order.
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8 Conclusion
In this thesis we have introduced a interesting and approachable concept
within combinatorics. Beginning with a tractable exploration of an under-
standable domain, that of compositions, it quickly became obvious that
the results are non-trivial. Upon establishing methods to describe the
notion of prolificity in this setting, we then expanded our examination to
the slightly more complex setting of sums of cycles. Owing to the tight
coupling between the previous case it revealed that this property is tied to
the structure of the objects studied.
It is now reasonable to say that we completely understand the nature
of prolificity inside the class of integer compositions when considering a
single pattern. Specifically, given a pattern p we can identify a finite set of
extensions of p such that a pattern is p-prolific if and only if it contains those
extensions (Theorem 4.38). Together with the algorithmic observation that
computing minimal upper bounds of sets of compositions is straightforward
this allows us to describe the set of p-prolific texts easily. A number of
questions could still be considered within this context:
• characterising the set of patterns that have some bounded number of
minimally prolific extensions.
• computation of the cardinality of a set of minimal p-prolific compo-
sitions (given p) without having to explicitly compute them (as in
Proposition 4.41).
As the generalized subword order and the sums of cycles order on com-
positions are very closely related we can transfer our knowledge from the
class of compositions with the former order to that with the latter. Other
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classes however remain notably resistant to easy analysis with regards to
prolificity.
A brief foray into the slightly more general context of permutations
avoiding the pattern 321 shows us that the concept of prolificity is difficult
yet still allows for discovery and exposition. There are many avenues
through which we could aim to expand the study of prolificity, including
but not limited to a further study of Avp321q and examination of other
classes of combinatorial structures for which the property applies.
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